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Preface 

The industrial development of my countiy brings with it an increase in the 
production of consumer goods, and above all an increase in the transport of such 
cods to both domestic markets and markets abroad. As development progresses 
these goods are shipped over longer distances, and th« importance of transport and 
hence of packaging, increases accordingly. * 

This study, dealing with the various types of wooden containers available today 

SJuÄfV*!1' T fîîP*.lfd * Mr Bem"d Hochart' mnm « consultant to 
UNIDO. At that time Mr. Hochart wat Chief of the Departments of Packaging and 
Agriculture of the Centre Technique du Bois, Paris, and is at present the Chief of the 
Wood and Furniture Industries Section of the Centre. The views and opinions 
expressed in this publication are those of the consultant and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
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Chapter 1 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PACKAGING 

The primary role of packaging is to permit goods to be stored and transported 
and to preserve them in the best possible condition. Other roles of packaging are to 
permit goods to be sold in convenient amounts in retail stores and to advertise goods 
at the place where they are sold, in particular in self-service stores. Packaging 
materials of wood are associated for the most part with the first role of packaging 
(storage and transport). They are not so well adapted to the other roles (wrapping of 
goods for retail sale and advertising). 

Wood has been used to pack goods for transport since ancient times; it is known 
to have been used for this purpose in the time of the Pharaohs, some 4,000 years ago. 
Paradoxically, the long career of wood as a packing material may be a handicap to it 
at present, as it cannot take advantage of the prejudice for novelty which, to many 
people, is synonymous with a modern outlook. In many instances wooden packaging 
is considered to be out of date, eclipsed by packaging made of competing materials, 
such as cardboard, metals or plastics. Nevertheless, wooden packaging has developed 
considerably, and wooden packing cases of one type or another can be used for all 
kinds of goods and all methods of transport. 

The development of the use of wood for packing depends, to be sure, on a 
country's degree of industrialization, but it also depends on the country's forest 
resources. 

When the entire field of packing, including the wrapping of goods for retail sale, 
is considered, it will be observed that the percentage accounted for by wood has 
greatly diminished because new techniques of presentation and prepackaging have led 
to the use of new materials, mainly as sale in packaged form has replaced sate in bulk. 
Thus, in industrialized countries, the proportion of the total value of packagings 
accounted for by wood is between 6 and 12 per cent. The proportion accounted for 
by wood in the field of transport packaging, however, represents between one third 
and one half of the total value, depending on the country. This is an important point. 
Although the growth rate of wooden crates is lower than that for most of the 
competing materials, this is due primarily to the growth of the additional roles of 
packaging mentioned above. Wooden packaging materials are still needed for the 
storage and transport of goods and are thus an essential element in development. 

Many packing problems arising in developing countries in connexion with the 
transport of agricultural products within the domestic market and the export of 
agricultural or manufactured products are being solved successfully through the use 
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of wood, regardless of the level of industrialization of a country, for the manufacture 
of wooden crates can progress from the artisan stage to the industrial stage and can 
be continuously adapted to the country's needs. 

Fruit and vegetables are an important sector in agriculture. For transport, they 
are packed in both wooden and cardboard containers. The use of wood and 
cardboard for transport packaging in selected countries and in Latin America as a 
whole is shown below. 
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When goods are transported by sea in conventional cargo ships, 50-80 per cent of 
the products are packed in wooden containers. 

Medium-sized nailed sawnwood crates with a capacity of teta than one cubic 
metre are being replaced by the following: 

(a) Light packing cases ma¿e of sliced or peeled veneers stapled together (used 
in particular for agricultural products); 

tb) Wirebound packing cases consisting of peeled veneers assembled and 
reinforced by stapled iron wire (used both for agricultural product«, 
particularly citrus fruits, and industrial products); 

(c) Urge crates or cases whose degree of utilization depends on the facilities 
available for handling them. 

As the industrial development of a country proceeds, three possible approaches 
to packaging present themselves: 

(a) Palletization; 

lb) Containerization (use of containers); 

(('} Development and use of one-way packing cases. 
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Palletization 

n„mLal,elíZatÍ<Ln ÌS a SyStem °f S,t,ring °r transP"rti»g g'wds by means of pallets A 
number of nackmg cases are assembled on an element called a pallet, which makes h 
possible to handle a considerable weigh« (about one ton) in a single acti   Mn7cd< 
havmg to handfc the cases individually. Palletization is easy to   rrange when «n>d 
are to be stored and handled ,n warehouses, as the warehouses can be fanned and 
f. ted out w.th »lus in mind. Pallets of the s,ze and type most suit be for  he 

conS ÏMhÄ ,üTHe handled Can 5e Se,eCted- °r ,he Pack^s can be made t conform to the pallets The appropriate handling equipment (forklift trucks pallet 
rucks) can hkew.se be adapted to requirements. In these conditions, the profiÄ 

ÍÍ^,mí   i3" bc faI-¡atcd f^y easily, and the enterprise making  he 
investment benefits from it directly. 

„«J!* mUC5 more,di,;iku,t- however, to carry out the palletization of transport 
operations and to calculate the profitability of this venture. The palletization of 
transport operations makes it possible to transfer products from their places of 
product• to their place of consumption in unbroken load units, and ?tlth* 
unbroken transport that is the main attraction of palletization. At  ÛÏ stage 

haTSVatcÍHeiesrnUSt * ^ C°mpaUbUity be,ween the P-"ettaed toad. «Ä 

The pallets used must be weU adapted to the wagons, trucks and shir s in which 
hey are transported, and the carriers must likewise be well adapted to accommodate 

the paUets: their floors must be sufficiently strong to bear a forklift tack and it 
must be possible to drive a forklift truck into the interior of the carrier or to unload 
the pallets from the ground. 

The packing cases must be adapted to the pallets from the point of view of both 
size and type The dimensions of the cases must be sub-multiples of the pallet 
dimensions. Although it is relatively easy to work out the size of palletizabk packing 
cases for small products, such as fruit and vegetables, it is much more difficult to do 
tïlZ bulky l>

,"dusírial Prod«cts- For these products the packing cases must be 
designed to withstand stresses of a different type from those to which small »acting 
cases are subjected. The shocks resulting from dropping will be replaced by 
compression stresses resulting from stacking: the packing cases can thus be made 
lighter in one respect, but they must have a higher resistance to crushing. 

All the links in the chain of distribution must be provided with loading, storage 
and handlmg facüities that permit the transport and above all the handling of 
paUetized oads. Considerable investment must therefore be envisaged to ensure that 
palletized loeds can be sent without being divided up from one end of the chain to 
the other. 

If, on delivery, the packing cases had to be unloaded one by one. there would 
obviously be only disadvantages in transporting goods on pallets because of the extra 
weight and the loss of space etc. This situation could occur because the investment 
needed at each of the links in the commercial chain is not necessarily proportional to 
the advantage which the link in question can derive from it; thus, there may be no 
incentive to make arrangements for palletization at one of the links if the investment 
involved is greater than the profit which that link is likely to derive. In this situation 
the chain would be broken and consequently the advantages of palletization reduced 
tor tJie other links in the chain. Thus, an over-all plan must be drawn up covering the 
standardization of the vehicles, pallets, packing cases etc. as well as the financing of 
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(b) 

ic) 

the costs. which should either be assumed in full or in part bv the authorities or else 
shared among the business sectors concerned. Palletization 'is bound to become a 
nc.ss.ty sooner or later, so it is essential to plan ahead for it and implement the 
measures required for its success. 

Four possible systems of palletization are described below. 

(a) System using one-way pallets, which make one journey only and are then 
destroyed on arrival. This system can be adopted for exports. For the 
domestic market, one-way pallets raise the same problem as one-way 
packing cases, which will be considered later. 

System based on reusable pallets belonging to a particular enterprise This 
system makes it possible to place on the market an adequate quantity of 
pallets that exactly meet the requirements of the enterprise and to keep a 
relatively easy check on the utilization and return of the pallets This 
system, however, makes the standardization of pallets difficult and 
problems arise in the warehouse because of the wide variety of pallets in use 
which must be sorted before they can be sent back. The return of the pallets 
empty, which is a feature of this system, adds to the cost. 

System based on reusable pallets that are the common property of several 
usen of groups of users. This system, which involves the establishment of 
multiple pools, makes possible a certain degree of standardization; but there 
»a danger that the pallet specialization by the groups may increase the 

t^TZ^Td in ***with • W-¿.AS 
(d) The common utilization of pallets at the national level through the 

estabhshment of a single pool. The principle of the system is to decide on 

Tnu^r8  \tWO) modth °IPa,le,s of Precise)y def»wd dimensions and 
nXuTrgH CharaCKemtiCl Each membcr üf ,he i***1 b«y» a supply of pallets, depending on his needs (tonnafes stored and dispatched by him) 

^en^k.ha
a,rC,^Cked °n ^^ * a «P*"«•* °f the pool, in order 

ÌLT.T * are ,n accordMce *'<" specifications. When a user 
fSÏÏT. * Ceíf,n nUmber °f pi,tet$ wlth a consignment, he receives an 
patent number » return. On arrival at their destination, hi» own ¿lets 
are passed on empty to another user. This system permm the 
standardization of pallets at the national level, thus Z^tíyinT^ntí^ 
securing the best possible return on the investment, and dotag awal wTth 
the need for the sorting and return of empty pallets to thei/oCrs The 
system presupposes the existence of . central administrate ¿X which 
may be either a transport firm or a government department Dii^u^ll 

TVaTdTdÍnW 
iÄ£Ä d,MPPMranCe °f PaUetS' ****** «Ä 

Containerization 

fhat?
ntíeiíZatÍO? is a system of Packili» «oods in specially designed containers 

^Är; z^zof t,oad by ?or r°re rr°f -F       me contamer is a permanent packing unit and must therefore be 
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sufficiently strong to permii repeated use. It is equipped with various futures to 
make ,t easy to handle, particularly when being transferred from onerneanif 

Äi,tat? and ÌS deSÌgned t0 bC eaSy t0 fiU md empty ,tS ««^Si 
,. „The c;ntainers

r
most frequently used at the international level conform to the 

"«'«to 8 feet (2.44 m) 
Width: 8 feet (2.44 m) 
Ungth: «0 feet ( 12.19 m) 30 feet Í9.14 m) 20 feet (6.10 m) 
Maximum gross 
Weight: 30 tons 25 tons 20 tons 

Containerization is undoubtedly a world-wide practice that is here to stay but 
to « even greater extent than palletization it requires decisions     the highes 
Z Xl^eh mdTKTly ,arge'simu,ta<*ous sitial investments. EmySÄS 
be designed around and for the container: the ships, the docks the cZes the 
wagon, or trucks and the warehouse, A container costs betJTsim^Tum 

Tl malt*      Crane      gned f0r hmdiiRg COntainers COSts betw«n ^OwTd 
To justify the investments involved in containerization, the tonnate of «ood< 
:arn^ efficiently high, and the investments must £ coZ rat d'on 

ftw welkhosen ports. It is estimated that by 1975 over 80 per cent of all oacked 

Wnsstsrjt'fs?At,amic wu;be packed * ~í c«s£¡ ?f; Profitably used only if the movement of goods is regular and in balance that 

ASÍAKS ~ *""* •pon °om*°"d' m°« "^ 
cont,m,nz.,¡o„, c«, be «tended to the domestic merket only•ry«loJTy Y' 

«iZIid ,""!"" wUI, brtni ,bou: ' numbCT of raodiflcetions in the 
packaging field. To mike use of the containers that ire being returned it will be 
"2? •»* ,hem «•* I«* «- w« formerly tm¿£ ïtafc To u« 
ÍLírf^.    ""f""^ ""ï •*""*• " wil1 * "««»«y "> move towari, 
oTdwÄ"! ^I^T*1' V°""W " " "W » >»»«* *»h «'«km lo*, over-ui volume (i.e. wire bound cases or cartons). 

Development and use of one-way packing cases 

and ¡b^SETlfn° the T?We PaCking CaSC th8t is **•** with sufficient strength 
¡E..ÏÎ     y      u^11*0 U8e' a packing çase Mde for a onwwy trip is just strong 
aft« whchTr íat ÍtS COntrS aniVe at the fmal destination ï» good condS8 
alter which the packing case is discarded. 

For the export trade, the problem of deciding which type of packing case to use 
scarcely anses, as there is very little likelihood that the packing case dispatched w.i 



oneway packing case, or reusable cZdoes ari« ^"S Whether t0 Use 

involved); u protects «« d tleüuv/°nS,dera,lon whe" Perishable goods are 
trading opcntL, llow* Ä muÍS8 TT ^ " »««'^ **••«" 
««' »'manufacturing a packg' ^e obv ous^d    ^^ a ***"»**. «1 the 

docs make >» posale to emulate with cc•Ä Î,, "*      ^"^ PUCking CastS 

Price accounted for bv the cos, ot PAing "    * Pr°PÜrt,°n of the f«"al «"•i 

and ä ï ìJ^^\;::Ttt srki,v- mr *«"**«« ^- 
satisfactory condition Of co r^Tn nr   t tt> f° ?ke *"e that » » «IB in 
were possible it would be31CIK^IÏ ? 7^' Even ^checking 
quickly become dirtv and d at a^d tnTíTn- ,° ^ SUCh ^ Reusab,e case* 
the presentation of the i^. At ¿rS^ W¥"Ce •**** affects 

tear, and they must be repaid before h'^ "** "* SUbjCCt t0 wca' and 

trapped. I» has been eatK^uht^fT* ^ ' ***?**" ,hey mUSt * 
amounts to as much as its initial co ItkTLollTT* " ^^ Case ""«»"»* 
dilutes and litigation between succtslveu^of" "T " °ften l! the root of 

hand, reusable packings have the indZ» IT f "* Packing case- 0n «he other 
number of Journeys, ÄghVn«?^ Z7^' ^ am°rtiZed «« a 

recovered and returned to theifplaceTf use ^"^ that they have t0 »* 

and IlV^^^ tf!C rParatlW «* 
in practice to obtain p^^^^^^^w^'^^inip^ 
determined fairly accurately butï is!mno^l°i T7*Y PiCking Cascs can * 
cost of the operations of so Z di patc7Z 11*?•.*" WUMb,e "**<sincc th< 
c- nc. cannot be deterrnined.^Ä of packing 

circuit, that is, transfers between StoriSÏ tï * d commercial 

enterprises linked together commercSíy ' "^ gr°Up °r ***** 

«re, in general, used rcoumrÎi^P^UCÎ °BMW,y packin« Ci"s 

Product is ove   $1 200 ZTsZ^l       F <*"* gTOU don*!t* 
general rule in count*. wTth *l?T^ """"F CaSCS "* almost «he 
than $500. In countrkTwiü a "^T " T dQn*%tic product of te« 
S500 and $1,200, £1n\%^ffi¿^*^«»^ 
becomes more and more marked^ tiJ i     A    °mmy packin« <*** 
transition from «uXto^iv „Í?k?°" """í* Product nscs- *"* 
extent, at the expendÔ££2^^ ï C3SeS f" p,ace' t0 a ^^ 
reusable packing ci« .„nSaWwSoTwS?"    .^ 100 PCf ""* °f 

20 and 30 per cent of the on,ti     ' Z    CaS °n,y «^^rtere between 
".arket are ¿^ i^^S SÄ?" T' 0n ^ domertlc 

cases to one-way ptckint c«T,i« i °n fr°m reusable P**^ 
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count,** tec^C ** hr Ìmfrtant WOOden packin* CMe» are in th« doping 



Chapter 2 

I ,¿n1SAnSÍERISTICS OF SPECIES 
USED IN THE PACKING INDUSTRY 

The choice „f lhe lpeeie,
p,o £•*"•J*««. «,«.«Kpopi.,.pioe„,J^• 

ava.laWe and il, markel va|uc   M "*" *'" "• *l«nni«d above all by ,he ,£¡¡¡¡* 

The cost of the raw material acco,.«. r 
Packing case. Coming as it doTaf,h?Z  r    ' * l*'* pm of ** total co« of a 

*•**. No type of ÄVt2'i£ t"** "* «««^«tely•^ 
commercial Umb«, can * •» « *» f uses, but most of the «TLï, 5 
discussed below. * ttg* 'ubW <° Hit observations J¡?^J£££ 

Ea* of working 

.^^claiXtof. C??¿ JE? """ •** »'"•«" *• — .o 
requirements for em of workta,vL c ""' "" '" whicn « h to be «MMh? 
•»t be capable of being ^tJ!Zf°'A'T

m'oal "*»• '"»» •* WUtaT¿oí¡ 
** «» as slelhl, i^ ÄÄSÄS?^ "* " °Ä 

Species such as rninmi.- L «""««en carbide inserts. 

T» rt Tfouls *• ,ools' *« SÄT cmt'íniní ' *- <"> 
rough guide, all species used for the 
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manufacture of plywood can be used for these types of packing cases  I« k „nt 
necessary to use the large peeltag machines designed" for the product ¡onof pywoo 
however, since the dimensions of the pieces to be cut are «ne» Iv «mill H 
small-diameter wood (30 40 cm) can be used. * V   ma" HenCe< 

Density 

imJrìe ^u^t°
( WO,°d' Whkh is easy to ^termine, is undoubtedly a verv 

7Z wl^TTC hKnm Ú *w a fair,y reliabte id« of the gVneri
y

stren h of the wood and of Us resistance to the extraction of nails. Densitfalso ¡S« 
approximately how much shrinkage and hence distortion is likely to tZ„it! 

sa aas ^ - - ««AMS 
Decisions on the use of woodi with a density of between 400 and 800 k«/m* 

arar ; ir,r xyrrz T "-TS?*" 
ä 

SS5? "i?Ä s ä« «5ä5 the battens of nailed cases and oivwnnd <<»••« *~A »I^ t .. r . traies, tt/(uwi. «f i j piywooa cases, and the battens of w rebound cases 
Wood, of lower density < 400-600 kg/m3) should inferably be used foíThe 

rr„r^of comsnems that d°n<* ^ » «*£• Thigh »t«^, tch a 
tte panel, of c«es, and the sides and lath, of wi«bound case, and !& p¡2S¡ 

Mechanicil strength 

It would be useful to draw up a complete table of all the species that are 

fact stA nïïlï Î 'TF"" * mmt «• «E^tf each species with an averse density of between approximately 400 and 750 kg/m3 

The characteristic, of wood for pokingc*e.should fall withta the foîLnîgutTt, 
Density: 400-750 kg/m3 

Bending strength: 
Breaking strain : 600-1,400 kg/cm2 

Modulus of elasticity: 80,000-140,000 kg/cm2 

Compressive strength: 
Breaking load: 350- 600 kg/cm2 

Resilience: 0.30-0.80 kg/cm2 

strength wooT' "^ " *"" ^^^ M°W' *° '"*'lnt0 the mechanical 
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Humidity 

material. „I par.Llarlv ^ u^'^3» f"• 'US« of "«* - a packing 
and wirebound cases, almos, al! this wate? ,„j£ ^ted*      '' "*" Md "*"• 

wood is said lu |,ave «»W 11, rf'¿ ^ •* «« ail «nted, lhe 

corresponding generally ,„ , mZmTjlJ Z T'"'Z 'his I"""1 Ml"% 
humidity falls below ,his saturnio" poim he. ft"'-30 per cem Wllc" «* 
»op, doing when i, |,as reached euS;„ ^d .begms lo shrink- •e «"od 
tommy conditions of ^ntulZÏ2 r? '"i?"«*««"« «I rela.ive 
'0 Cercen,, depending on S^" eqU"'brÍUm "*" ^ «• 

•^TÄÄ A"¿£» *' ?ï -*.-. -o «a,, sirens 
«reaes and .o the extraction öftTlv be ' dlThe¿ The r"i,,an« "> s"»¡< 
wood than fo, green wood. V ** " mUch M 3° •*' <*"< l"««r for dry 

Knots 

1Ä5 ÄäÄt ss °"the surface * a «*- «e wo«,. 
with marked slope. SomeTvoes oL^ f * •?* nse to ,ocal *reas of cross-grain 
more than otherí A dTstiS A tA^T °¿ "" W°°d ^ a"'« 
wh,ch adhere strongly to the surrounding wld L M T* belWeen healthy knot*- 

The effect of a knot on thT^ttniu i\^ '**'rotten',00sc k•ts. 
depends or i,s proport on to the cfô« I í* P*? °f Wood ¡» w^ch it exists 
^J¡^«^taofC.«~w^ft^.^ Tf« maximum 
width of the wood in which they^« found K!^ 

de/««d ta the light of the 
Jhan the compressive or shear MrengTh The „m.t [u• "* temik stren«th more 
length of the piece of wood nWff'tïïlïïî " *? °CCUpy With resP*c< «° the 
objected to bending stresses " ,m° con»de««on if the wo¿d is to be 

Slope of groin 

«OJSä? ?ä y *~ trfibres ** ^ - * 
longitudinal axis, the wood is said tohLvS   • "* m not Para,te» to »he 
the angle between the genera di ecln of ¡¿T?**?' The **e represented by 
P.ece of wood is ^^uV^^sSl^^^^^^^ 
dually ignored. A grain 4ntiTS3f i^ deV"liom in the «rain » 
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the grain must therefore be limited to a certain level for pieces of wood subjected to 
stram, such as crate framework members, the battens of sawnwooand olvwood 
cases, and the battens «f wirohr«,«^ „„-. uoa ana P'ywood 

Rot 

AS 5T .ríA'S^^Xro^t til 
ZTÄCSSÄ*and may reduce «h~ ~ « - 

Blueing 

The Mue colouring of the sapwood of certain types of wood notablv tronirai 
Z2Ü t;lbro^c/K

wood»' » c««d by a fungus. In itself Td^notlmit 
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ÏÏArV grow,hof "•" ^ - £fft ÄÄ: 

Attack by insects 
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SXrÄ Sr00d °f certain broadleaf timbers ïbje o £2 £ 
lyctus beetles and deathwatch beetles. Small wormholes, and especially thdead 
bhuk punctures resulting from the emergence of these Ini^AZÎÎVÎÏ 
have only a slight effect on the strength of the wood; and if the wood toSSiSSl 
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xtcrna!I ^P^tions along the grain of wood caused by 

stress resulting from shrinkage in drying. These splits reduce the shear strength and 
moreover often arise at the point at which a nail enters, thus considera^Äc* 
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the strength of nailed elements he» »piits mav be tolerated. Certain phenomena 
caused by bad drving. such as case hardening, which brings about the formation of 
cavities inside the v*i>od. lead to such a diminution of strength that the wood in 
which the condition occurs must be discarded 

Resistance to attacks by fungi and insects 

Since the strength of wood that hai been attacked by fungi or iniects is 
considerably reduced, such wood should not be used in the manufacture of packing 
cases However, sound wood can be attacked while it is being used. There is normally 
little risk that one-way packing cases will be attacked so severely in the course of 
their one and only journey that their strength wdl be impaired. 

For reusable packing cases, however, the problem is obviously different, because 
such cases are designed to last for several years. It should be noted that reusable 
packing cases are unlikely to be contaminated by insects during their actual shipping 
(transport and handling). Likewise, reusal' cases in which the wood has reached a 
state of humidity equilibrium below 20 22 per cent are unlikely to be attacked bv 
fungi. ' 

Empty or full cases may be attacked by insects during storage if the climatic 
conditions are such that the equilibrium state of the wood is dry. or by fungi if the 
equilibrium state of wood has a moisture content of more than 20 per cent or if cases 
remain in contact with the ground. Theoretically, it is therefore necessary either to 
use wood having a particularly high natural resistance to attack (which would 
eliminate the sapwood from most species) or to treat the wood with a preservative 
that is effective against fungi and insects, including termites, and will not leach The 
preservative must also be compatible with the goods being transported its 
composition must be such that it will have no harmful chemical action on the goods. 
This problem often arises in the packing of metal goods and above all in the packing 
of perishable products. Most countries have laid down rules concerning the products 
that may be placed in contact with foodstuffs, and these regulations prohibit the use 
of almost all the most common wood preservatives, especially those based on arsenic 
or bromine. 

As mentioned above, wood intended for packing cases must be as cheap as 
possible. The systematic elimination of the sapwood or the treatment of wood with 
preservatives raises its price considerably. Moreover, the treatment with preservatives 
must be carried cut on the machined packing components rather than on the 
unprocessed sawnwood. 

A study carried out in the United States has shown that the life of a wooden 
case that was given no preservative treatment and was exposed to unfavourable 
weathering conditions was 5 years, while the life of a similar case exposed to the 
same conditions after preservative treatment varied from 5 to 11 years, depending on 
the treatment used. Most packing cases, however, do not have a life of more than 
5 years if they are used regularly for transport and handling. Five years is the Ufe 
generally assumed for bottle cases and wooden pallets. The life of packing cases 
designed for storage is undoubtedly more than 5 years, and it may be as much as 
10 years or more. 
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Thus, the risk of destruction of packing cases by fungi or insects, which needs to 
be taken into consideration only when packing cases are likely to be stored under 
bad conditions, must be weighed against the cost of preservative treatment, which 
increases the cost of the raw material by 25 -30 per cent. The decision to use a 
preservative will depend to a very large extent on the climatic conditions of a 
country and even on the conditions of a region of a country. No treatment may be 
needed in countries with a temperate climate, while certain categories of cases may 
need to be treated in countries with a tropical or subtropical climate. 

Compatibility and odour 

The question has often been raised whether untreated wood is likely to have any 
influence on the keeping properties of the product packed in it. Practically all known 
woods have a pH of less than 7, and their pH is generally between 6 and 4.5. As far as 
is known, of all woods whose pH has been studied, only balsa has a pH over 7 (its pH 
is 8). 

The fact that the pH of wood is less than 7 indicates that wood is naturally acid. 
In itself, this acidity is independent of the humidity of the wood, but the humidity 
does permit the acid agents to migrate towards the exterior of the wood. Thus, the 
lower the pH of a wood is and the more humid the wood is, the more possibility 
there will be that the acidity will exert some kind of action on a product packed in 
the wood. 

The humidity of wood is, of course, itself a corrosive agent when it is in contact 
with metal. Frequently, in drying, damp woods give off water vapour inside packing 
cases; this vapour condenses on metal parts and operates as an active corrosive agent. 
This phenomenon is particularly common when elements made of humid wood are 
enclosed inside airtight wrappings such as plastic sheet or cocoons Thus, for packing 
cases or pallets designed for the transport of metal goods, it is advisable to select 
wood with the highest possible pH and to dry it thoroughly. 

The humidity and acidity of wood have the further effect of attacking the nails 
required for the assembly of packing cases. The life of one-way packing cases is 
normally so short that the corrosive action does not affect the nails or staples enough 
to reduce seriously the strength of the assemblies. For reusable packing cases, 
however, the problem is quite different, and cases are frequently found in which the 
nails have been completely rusted away. To prevent this from happening, the nails 
should be galvanized or nhosphated before use; such treatment also increases the 
resistance of the nails to extraction by 20-30 per cent. 

Apart from their humidity and acidity, certain woods may exude substances 
such as tannins, staining substances, essences, resins, or oleoresins that damage the 
contents to some extent. Such woods should generally not be used, or should be used 
only if they do not come into contact with the merchandise. 

Some woods tend to transmit a taste or odour to perishable goods, especially 
those susceptible of rapid spoilage, such as butter. This tendency depends on the 
species and on its humidity. As the humidity of the wood diminishes, the level of the 
odour also diminishes, and some woods give off no odour whatever at humidities 
below 20 per cent, whereas others do so whatever their humidity. Before it is decided 
not to use a certain species, the relationship between the level of the odour given off 
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by the wood and the length of time the merchandise is likely to spend in the case 
should be considered, with storage conditions also taken into account. 

When merchandise is kept in a packing case only for the time necessary for 
transport, there is scarcely any risk of transmission of odour to the goods, but when 
goods are stored for a long period or in a confined space (cold storage of butter or 
apples), the risk of transmission of odours is great. The use of aromatic woods or 
very resinous woods such as cedar, larch, pitch pine and Oregon pine should 
therefore be avoided when prolonged storage is envisaged. 

A final aspect of compatibility concerns hygiene. The question arises whether 
the wood of packing cases can become contaminated and transmit harmful germs As 
far as is known, the types of insects that attack wood have never been found to be 
harmful to man nor to transmit the germs of anv disease. Nor are the types of fungi 
that grow on wood harmful to man, except that their spores may cause allergies 
when breathed. The only serious risk would appear to be that these fungi might be 
transferred to the goods packed in the wood. If this happened, the goods could 
nevertheless be consumed without any danger within a short period, but they would 
deteriórate and rapidly become unsuitable for consumption. The growth of such 
fungi would thus reduce the keeping time of the goods. Certain goods, such as fiih 
transmit to wood microflora and bacteria that produce indote or H2S and these 
agents develop in the wood and are retransmitted to other fish when the packing case 
is used again. These microflora and bacteria are not harmful to man either, but they 
likewise diminish the keeping time of the fish. It is therefore preferable to take out 
of circulation any packing cases for food products on which fungi have developed 
and to cleanse reusable cases intended for fish. 



Chapter 3 

TYPES OF WOODEN PACKING CASES 

A manufacturer of packing cases generally has at his disposal many species of 
wood with very different characteristics, and he can thus design and execute 
numerous types of packing cases specially adapted to storage, handling and transport 
conditions by making the best use of the mechanical properties of the various 
species. The types of packing cases that can be made from wood are as varied as the 
material itself. To analyse them it is necessary to classify them, although any 
classification is bound to be somewhat arbitrary, since the distinctions between 
different categories are not always specific and the categories are not ail of equal 
importance. ^ 

Crates 

A crate is a large, generally oblong, wooden packing case made of a framework 
of pieces of wood assembled to form a rigid enclosure to protect the contents during 
shipping and storage. The sides of the crate may be filled in with panelling or left 
open. Crates are used for shipping all types of industrial goods. Their total weight 
may vary from I ton to over 30 tons, and their dimensions are limited only by the 
capacity of the transport and handling facilities. Crates enable a large, heavy object 
or a number of objects to be handled as a single unit; they cost less, for a given 
effective volume, than several small cases. They are essential f jr shipping fully 
assembled machine tools. 

A crate consists of a base and four vertical walls. In the United States, a crate 
serves as a three-dimensional framework beam. For this reason, it is often called a 
frame bcrw (see figure I). The product to be crated is placed on the base and 
attached firmly to it by bolts, heavy screws or metal straps, while the vertical walls 
and the top are ybced on top of this base like a bell-shaped cover for a plate of 
cheese, without tUir coming into contact with the contents. The crate itself, 
independent of its contents, must resist all the compressive stresses resulting from 
stacking, bending stresses and lateral crushing stresses arising during handling with 
slings. In this design, the crate can be considered a frame element, the calculations 
for which must be made in the light of the size and weight distribution of the 
contente and the well-known formulae on strength of materials. 

Ir Europe it is customary to take the contents as the real starting point, and the 
crate is built around them, taking maximum advantage of the possibilities of using 
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Figure Skid base 

Jh» type of base is quite easy to make and requires relatively little labour but 
wood of large cross section and considerable length is required for the skids Such 
special sizes of sawnwood are sometimes difficult to obtain. Skids can also be made 
from shorter pieces of wood joined together, but the various methods of doing this 
are difficult and costly. s 

Box-type bases are made of thin pieces of wood (30 60 mm thick) laid out to 
form a frame consisting of two lengthwise elements and two cross elements and then 
doubled towards the inside of the base with other pieces of wood of the same cross 
'"ï!" J

Addi,Ìonal cro!»P«eces (possibly double) are then fitted where they are 
needed depending on the size and weight distribution of the contents of the crate 
FinaUy. further elements are fitted longitudinally between these crosspieces to effect 
suitable bracing of the base (see figure 3). This type of base has the advantage that it 
require* only relatively thin wood, which is much easier to find than the wood of 
large cross section needed for skid bases, but these box-type bases are much more 
difficult to make and involve much more work. 

Figure 3.     Box-type base 

The vertical walls of the crates (the ends and sides) are made of uprights 
lengthwise pieces, diagonals and spacers whose cross section, number and position 
depend on the over-all weight of the crate and above all on its dimensions. The top of 
the crate consists of a frame of scantlings with intermediate strengthening cross 
members designed to support weight from above (smaller cases may be piled on top 
ot the crate) and to withstand the lateral crushing stresses caused by the slings during 

The walls and top of the crate need not be solid if the contents do not require 
any particular protection; that is, the crate may consist simply of the framework the 
elements of which are nailed or bolted together. When the contents require a certain 
degree of protection, the frame elements of a panel are simply juxtaposed, and a 
cladding of boards or plywood is nailed to them, thus fastening them together 
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Ilio division whether to use boards or plvwood for cladding is primarily an 
economic one. although it depends to some extent on technical considerations as 
well. Boards are a cheap material ."or cladding, but their fitting involves a great dei! 
ot work Hun tend to dry out and thus to shrink, leaving a certain amou.it of space 
between them, winch reduces the resistance of the panel to diagonal distortion Fvcn 
when f.tted together with tongues and grooves, boards are not waterproof for water 
can very easily filter in between adjoining boards and thus penetrate the crate The 
vertical panels can be lined with a sheet of tarred paper or plastic film but if the 
same technique is used on the top of the crate, the water filters in and forms pockets 
m the barrier sheeting, which sooner or later bursts. To ensure watertightness 
therefore, the tops of crates must be made of two crossed layers of boarding with a 
sheet of barrier material between them. 

Ply wood is considerably more expensive than boards as a cladding material, even 
though it needs to be only half as thick as boarding to give the same over-all strength 
to a crate. The precutting and assembly of plywood require much less labour 
however. The economic desirability of plywood will therefore depend on the ratio 
between the cost of boards, the cost of plywood and the cost of labour From the 
technical point of view, plywood requires more uprights but fewer bracing members 
than boards, and it has the advantage of being practically waterproof. 

For a developing country, it would appear that the first crates would be made 
with cladding entirely of boarding, followed soon afterwards bv crates with plywood 
tops; and finally, as the country develops, crates would be" triade with c I addi nit 
entirely of plywood. «*«•"» 

Like all other types of packing cases, crates may be of the one-way type or may 
be reusable fcuropean-type crates are almost always one-wav crates and their panels 
are assembled with nails. American-type crates may be one-way crates (if so they are 
assembled with nails) or reusable crates. If the reusable crates do not have to be 
dismantled for empty return, they are assembled with nails; but more often than not 
such dismantling is necessary, and the panels are therefore attached to each other by 
bolts as long as it is possible to reach into the crate, and finally with heavy screws for 

Nailed sawnwood boxes and cates 

man, f  •    îP,0tUCed'J
,,!ffabricatcd box **** {or the don*»** *•*Po« of 

manufactured goods and finished products from soap, wine and tinned goods to 
machine parts and electrical appliances is normally the first type of packint case to 
bejeplaced by other types such as wirebound cases, plywood cases or cardboard 

The nailed sawnwood box is the oldest type of wooden packing case, and it has 
not undergone any substantial development since it was first produced Because of 
lack of imagination, box makers do not use all the possibilities at their disposal 
Although many different types of nailed sawnwood boxes can be made suchboTes 
^nevertheless be grouped in four main categories correspondingto fTrÏ2 
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Type I Simple tx>x 

The simplest type of box has no strengthening battens on any of its panels and 
cannot be made in a large size. It is difficult to make such boxes more than 30 cm 
high, for each panel must be made either in one piece or from two or three elements 
assembled together by means of dovetail joints, glued tongues and grooves, or glued 
scarf joints (see figure 4). 

Figure 4.    Simple box 

The sides overlap the ends of the l>ox, and the bottom and top overlap both the 
sides and the ends. The sides are nailed into the end grain of the ends of the box, 
whereas the top and bottom are nailed into the sioe grain of the box ends. Nailing 
into the end grain of wood gives about 50 per cent leu resistance to extraction of the 
nails than nailing into the cross grain, and this is a particular weak point of this type 
of box. 

Nevertheless, the high ratio of the useful interior volume of these boxes to their 
exterior volume makes this type of box a good one to use for reducing transport 
costs, especially when the freight charges are calculated on volume (e.g. sea 
transport). This type of box is limited to the shipping of weights not exceeding 
40 kg. 

Type 2-Case with framed ettdi 

The second type of case consists of four flat panels forming the sides, top and 
bottom, each made of one or more boards that may simply be juxtaposed but are 
.more usually fixed together by dovetails or tongues and grooves, and two panels 
framed with four battens, which form the ends of the case. These battens may Be laid 
out in several ways, but the usual way consists of two vertical battens perpendicular 
to the boards making up the end panel and slightly shorter than the height of the 
panel, and two horizontal battens placed along the top and bottom edges of the 
panel between the vertical battens (see figure 5). 
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The side panels cover the end panels and battens, while the top and bottom 
panels cover the edges ci the side panels and of the end panels and fit within the ends 
of the strengthening battens. These battens are normally placed on the outside of the 
ends, but in certain special circumstances they can be fixed inside the end panels, if 
the nature of the contents permits this, and the over-all volume of the case can be 
reduced. If this is done, the battens must, of course, be no longer than the interior 
height of the case. 

This design with interior battens is much used for the manufacture of reusable 
cases for fruit and vegetables. The battens are of triangular section in order to avoid 
damage to the contents, and the boards making up the side panels are spaced slightly 
apart from each other so as to form horizontal slots permitting ventilation of the 
contents. When used for fruit and vegetables, this type of case is rarely provided with 
a top. Cases of type 3 can be used for the transport of goods weighing up to about 
120 kg. 

The weakness of cases of types 2 and 3 cornes from the method of nailing the 
sides, top and bottom towards the middle of the end panels, for in the event of a 
shock the strain exerted by the contents is not distributed over the whole panel, but 
is concentrated towards the middle of it, and the nails fixing the middle boards of 
the side, top or bottom panels to the end panels are subjected to heavier extractive 
stresses than the nails fastening the edge boards. There is thus a tendency for the 
nails of the middle boards to be pulled out. To overcome this disadvantage, the 
panels can be made in one pjece, so that the strains that tend to pull out the nails will 
be better distributed. It is therefore preferable to make the panels by attaching the 
boards at the edges by means of dovetails, glued tongues and grooves, or glued scarf 
joints. These methods are relatively costly, but are nevertheless worthy of 
consideration because they make it possible to reduce substantially the thickness of 
the wood used. 

Type 4-Huoped case 

The fourth type of case is made of four side, top and bottom panels, each 
provided with at least two strengthening battens (more than two if the length of the 
panel makes this necessary), and two end panels identical either with those of type 2 
(case with framed ends) or type 3 (case with vertical battened ends). The panels are 
normally made of boards simply laid next to each other, but the boards can be fixed 
to each other by dovetails or tongues and grooves if it is desired to seal the panels to 
some extent (see figure 7). 
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Figure 7.    Hooped case 
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I he battens fixed on the sides, top and bottom of the case (the -hoops") are 
located about one quarter of the total length of the case from the end If a third set 
ot hoops is added, the end hoops are placed one sixth of the total length of the case 
from the ends, while the additional hoop is located equidistant from the first two 
The strengthening battens of the sides, top and bottom thus form a series of hoops 
round the case. r 

The side panels cover the end panels and their strengthening battens and the 
strengthening bat ens ot the side panels cover the edges of the top and bottom panels 
and the ends of their strengthening battens. The top and bottom panels fit inside the 
strengt .-rung battens of the side panels and cover the edges of the side panels and 
end panels. If the cases have framed-type end panels, the top and bottom panels will 
also cover the framing battens; if the cases have vertical battened ends, the top and 
bottom panels will fit within the ends of the battens. This type of case can be used to 
transport goods weighing up to 250 kg. 

Kvery well-designed packing case should be free of weak points: that is if the 
packing case breaks it should do so at different points, and not always at the same 
point or points. It has been observed that the weak point of nailed sawnwood boxes 
» always the attachment of the panels to each other, but this is generally due to 
faulty manufacturing. 7 

In fact it is quite possible to achieve a balance between the strength of the wood 
used to make cases and the strength of the attachment of the panels to each other 
To begin with, it is necessary to use nails that are longer than those generally 
employed (eg. 55 X 17 mm nails instead of 45 X 2 4mm nails for a battened-end 
case designed to carry 100 kg of goods). On the other hand, it is possible to use 
thinner wood by using thin nails (e.g. 55 X 2.2 mm), which have less tendency to 
split the wood and are essential if it is desired to nail edgewise into wood less than 

5 mm thick. Finally and most importantly, the strength of attachment can be 
considerably increased by using what are known as "improved" nails, nails that have 
been given special chemical or mechanical treatment. The galvanizing or phosphating 
of nails not only protects them against corrosion, but also increases the strength of 
attachment by some 20 per cent. ««•»« «i 

ord^r^n? T TS °f naÌ\Can ** °btained thlüU8h mechanical treatment of 
toD^d wt   hî tWO tyPí! *? *"*" «** advama«es' howv«. •» "ails impressed with a large number of annular ridges and especially the strength of 

shoufdThlf ¿Pane,V°, be impr0Ved by ,0°Per cent; the u* of such nails 
S ? ? Í Mteïded aS rapid,y " Possible« "Pwially «*», spiral-grooved 
naIs winch are valuable for the attachment of thin boards. WhUe these nails are test 
or attaching the panels to each other, smooth nails can be used for attaching battens 

to the panels, as the nails are always clinched at the ends in this construction 

A further important factor in the strength of cases is their shape, for the longer a 
cse » the weaker it will be for a given set of manufacturing characteristics 
Moreover, for a given useful volume, an elongated case uses more wood tnan a cS 
one. The weight that can be transported in a given case varies as a function of the 

t£ZTS^n* °f the CaSe'iSma,,eSt ÌnterÌOr dimensi°" to itsCsUnt rio dimension). Thus, a given case with a shape coefficient of 0.25 can carry 100 kg 
wh.le a anidar case with a shape coefficient of 1.0 can carry 180 kg TheV^s' 
every advantage in making cases in shapes as close to that of7cube as possible 
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Bottle cases 

A bottle case is a lidless box divided into compartments by partitions (see 
figure H). 

Figure 8.     Bottle case 

The dimensions of bottle cases will depend on the size of the bottles to be 
accommodated. To achk/e standardization of the cases, it is necessary first to 
standardize the diameters and heights of the bottles. Bottle cases differ in the 
number of compartments they contain. Cases for one-litre bottles generally have 10, 
12 or 15 compartments. 

(ases for 10 bottles are the most common, for they make it easy to count the 
number of bottles in stock or sold; but their long, narrow shape is not rational, since 
they are not steady when stacked and their shape leads to an excessively high 
consumption of wood in proportion to the number of bottles they contain. Cases 
holding 15 bottles are much more rationally designed, but they may weigh 30 kg 
when full, and are therefore hard to handle, especially for female labour. Cases 
designed for 12 bottles are a compromise between the two. They have the advantages 
of both 10- and 15-bottle cases, for their compact shape makes them easy to stack 
and they do not weigh more than 25 kg when full. Production should undoubtedly 
be oriented towards this type of case. 

For small bottles of 33 50 centilitres capacity, cases holding 24 bottles can be 
used. For some particularly strong small bottles, such as beer bottles or Coca-Cola 
bottles, it is possible to do away with the partitions altogether, thus making possible 
savings on the manufacture of the cases and reducing their over-all dimensions. 

Bottle cases consist of: 

(a) A bottom, generally made up of two skids and four cioss members. Equally 
good results can be obtained, however, by replacing this type of bottom 
with one composed of two lengthwise boards. 

(b) Two sides consisting of a broad lower board and a narrow upper board. The 
narrow upper board is subjected to considerable strains and thus should be 
made of particularly strong wood. 
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fcj  Two ends consisting of a broad lower board, a narrow upper board and two 
uprights, which should also be made of strong wood. 

(J) m!Hìn$i ''"i Ty be made °f sawnwoüd °' fibreboard. When the cases are 
fined by hand, these partitions should have a flat, horizontal upper surface 
When the cases are filled automatically, the top of the partitionfshoud be 
V-shaped so that each point where the partition strips cross is rather 
domcshaped, thus ensuring that the bottles will fail into place property and 
not remain stuck in the upper part of the case. P">P*ny ana 

Bottle cases can be made of soft wood (density 0.40 0.60) but to achieve mm, 
evenness of strength the uprights and the narrow upper boJSAï£toK 
made of harder wood (density 0.60-0.75). 

Pallets and pallet bins 

A pallet is a movable platform on which a certain quantity of good, r• h, 
placed together to forni a »load unit" for handling, tia^•^£^J^ 
moved with the aid of mechanical handling devices such as paie¡Tctoorteàn 
trucks. A pallet consists of two decks connected by spacers ASet bTn co».*.?^ 
M et with at least three vertical walls, which mayK tfafi^^SS art 
which perm.t a pallet or another pallet bin to be stacked on too PaUetTZInXt 
buts prov.de an effective means of improving handling and^ *** "4 **" 

reciuSems     ? ^ "^ * ^"^ in many different «» Erding to 

can be" fntld if1* SpaCeÍm0 Whi<* the fork of a forWtft «"•* « a pallet truck can be inserted in a given direction. Pallets and pallet buts fall intn tiZT •! ~ 
depending on their design and number of «rtifcT ** ****' 

Pallets with two entries are designed so that the forks or forklift truck« or n„ii,t 

uootri V""?int0 thcm on two opposlte *«** • 22XÏS*R upper deck, three or four scantlings acting as spacers, and a lower deck (^„^ 

Figure 9.     Double-entry pallet 
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Such pallets are particularly simple to make and are generally very strong but 
because they can be picked up only from two opposite sides their use is restricted In 
particular, when vehicles are being loaded, the pallets must be placed parallel to each 
other, and it is not possible to juggle their two base dimensions, which would often 
permit better utilization of the space in a vehicle or in a warehouse. Thus for 
example, an ISO container with an internal width of 2.33 m cannot be loaded with 
two 100 X 120 m two^ntry pallets because the two pallets side by side would 
measure 2.40 m. Such a container can, however, be loaded with two four-entry 
pallets, one lengthwise and the other crosswise (total length 2.20 m). 

Pallets with four entries are so designed as to permit the insertion of the forks of 
forklift trucks or pallet trucks on all four sides. Such pallets are made of an upper 
deck attached to three cross members at right angles to the boards by clinched nails- 
nine spacer blocks (three per cross member); and a lower surface consisting of three 
sole boards nailed under the spacer blocks parallel to the boards in the upper deck 
(see figure 10). These four-entry pallets can be used much more flexibly than the 
two*ntry pallets, but they are longer and more difficult to manufacture, and are 
much more fragile because in one direction their resistance to bending is provided 
only by the three crosspieces. 

A third type of pallet has 2 • 2 entries. 

Fi/m to.    Ptilet with four entriti 

Pallet! with two and four entries are designed to be picked up from two or four 
sides, respectively, by the forks of forklift trucks and pallet trucks. A passage only 
50 mm high is required for the forks of forklift trucks, but the forks of pallet trucks 
require a passage about 100 mm high. Pallets with 2 + 2 entries are therefore so 
designed as to permit the entry of the forks of pallet trucks on two opposite sides 
while permitting the entry of the forks of forklift trucks on all four sides. 

Pallets with 2 + 2 entries consist of an upper deck, scantlings forming the 
spacing members, and an underside consisting of three sole boards. In their lower 
parts the scantlings have two cut-outs 30-35 mm high and as wide as the distance 
between the sole boards of the underside. These pallets are as strong as twœntry 
pallets, and their possibilities of utilization, while inferior to those of four-entry 
pallets, are better than those of two*ntry pallets. The scantlings have tobe cut out, 
however, and this naturally involves an additional operation. 
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Composition of the hoarding 

in all pallets, it is the upper boarding that supports the load. Reusable pallets 
designed tor very varied loads must have upper boarding capable of accommodating 
any load that may IK placed on the pallet; this boarding is therefore composed of 
say nwood planks with only a small space (less than 50 mm} between them or else a 
solid panel of plywood. One-way pallets, on the other hand, are designed for the 
handling of products ot a given shape, si/e and weight. Their upper boarding can 
therefore be designed to suit the load exactly and mav be either solid or composed of 
planks with small or large spaces between them. 

The   underside  of pallets  may  be  single-faced,  double-faced or reversible 
Single-face pallets actually do not have an underfloor. as the upper boarding is fixed 
to scantlings or blocks designed to rest diiectly on the ground. These pallets are not 
designed lor stacking, unless the top of the palletized loads on which they are to be 
placed itself consists of a panel or a special framework of some kind designed to 
permit stacking. Most pallets, however, are double-faced, that is. their underfloor is 
designed to permit stacking. Some of them are non-reversible, and their underfloor 
differs fron their upper boarding in that it is composed of three sawnwoud planks 
whose bearing surface is equal to at least 40"? of the total area of the upper boarding 
These planks are separated by spaces largf enough to enable the wheels of pallet 
trucks run under the pallet to rest on the ground. The planks are chamfered at each 
end to facilitate the entry of the pallet truck forks. Reversible pallets have identical 
upper boarding and underfloors. either of which can be used for receiving the load 
fcxeept in a few rather unusual types of one-way pallet, reversible pallets have two 
sets of boarding, both of which have little or no space between the planks, and they 
cannot therefore be handled with pallet trucks. y 

Flanges 

Pallets or pallet bins may have boarding ending flush with the spacer scantlinss 
ordmary pallets or pallet bins are of this type. Serie pallets orpalkt bim hS' 
7 "h*?Snedîh? one or both of**'**» of boarding project outside the spacer, 
at each side, and these pallets or pallet bins are called flanged pallets (see figure 11) 

h9„IheSe Pmf *' ^rOVi^d °n,y on two °PV°út' sides of thc Nlet, facilitate the 
handling of pallets by slings, which is a very common method of handling in «a 
transport; hence, flanged pallets are found primarily in this sector. To grip plain 

figure 11.    Flanged pallet 
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pallets with ordinary slings, considerable strain must be imposed on the edge planks 
and thn often causes damage. Flanged pallets, particularly four-entry flanged pallets' 
are very flexible in the direction in which they are gripped by the sling: they should 
not be handled with ordinary slings, but rather with rigid bars suspended from slings. 

Superstructure 

Between ordinary flat pallets and pallet bins with four vertical walls and a ton 
there is a wide range of possible designs. 

Pillar pallets are provided with fixed or removable vertical elements, usually 
made of metal which are designed to support pallets placed one on top of the other 
without the pallet above resting on the goods loaded on the one below 

Spacer-wall pallets consist of ordinary flat pallets provided with peripheral edge 
walls that can be placed on top of each other (see figure 12). These spacer walls may 

Figurf!2.     Spacer watt pallet 

simply be frames having the same external dimensions of the pallet and thus making 
it into a sort of pallet bin. Spacer-wall pallets may also take the form of real cases or 
crates «signed for a specific use so as to combine the concepts of a tote box and a 
pallet, When this is so, the cases are used on the production line of one manufacturer 
to receive the manufactured product, very often in compartments or cradles, and the 
cases are then stacked on a pallet for transport to another manufacturer who 
dtttnbutei them to his production lines, where they serve as supply boxes. This 
procedure enables the product to be transferred from one production line to another 
m the most efficient way. 

Pallet bins proper always have three vertical walls, but usually four (see 
tigure 13). The fourth wall is often removable so as to facilitate loading and 
unloading, especially when the bin is used for component storage. 

For empty return it would seem desirable to use pallet bins with removable or 
tolding walls in order to save space in the transport vehicles. However, the design and 
development of such pallet bins is complicated and costly. The pallet bins themselves 
are always very fragile. The fixing elements of the walls are almost always quickly 
broken, so that the pallet bin becomes unusable, or else the distortion of the panels 
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Figure 13.     Watt paUet cate 

. s       .iwu m aiiemble or dismantte the pallet 

„»„ta, ftom rough ta«*«-Äi** -»«»'*«<"* ""S 
Mi. Patte. b&» *»> «»•** ""T*n „ „?t.° outweighed * *«' «to«*"*»**« *£ 
„return when empty), but ^~¿¡£?SZmm <<» «* «* *í 
c«, of manufacture. ««-W *J ^J* ?C«A,1 «udy ahould te mad« to 
«qui«, comkhnMj *«¿!g „ KOnomic. 
fctermin« whether the .« of »ch <**' D" co„,„uc«ion of all pallet, and 

Two „nponan. Poin.. mu« te ^Ätty of «rength. 
pallet bin«: the« means of auembly ma fm g ^ im 

A«mbly «n be earned out by •«"J^hÄ g«« pallet,thegre««t 
„«•mbly by mean, of bolt, wa> co «riere^ten*Koa i ^ ^ ^^ to 

£*. bit in fact *V^Lf•*Änte,Lr«. .hi. method requinr, 
that of pallet, a«mbled by other •»no»- ^     counternnk the 
£,U£y drilling operation. .o "^.^/¿'„^»«mbly «nan nam»,. BoWn, 

^.«^3«-^* nÄirr oc .te 
However, i. i. not powMe <o ""V^*^, u« of one-way palle.,. 
method i. u*d at preien. only for the "•""* ^ u- 

Pallet,. tike packing c«, ^^".JcK. *• «»»«"' ?f J* of ,pi.al-groo,«dn»ü,m»k««po»btetobJ»c«nl ^ «,,„„,1.» 

«»ri and the »'re"*lh
H°f ^","1?'thTo*«n. Thu,, the entry board, of 
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parts may be made of soft wood. It is not always easy to obtain woods of different 
species not for technical reasons, but for reasons of supply. If such a difficulty 
arises, then the whole pallet or pallet bin can be made of a single species. Species of 
hardwood may be easier to obtain than species of softwood. If so. the entire pallet or 
pallet bin can be made of the hardwood. As far as possible, and in most economic 
situations, it is preferable to use two different types of wood. 

Plywood and fibreboard packing cases 

Because of their intrinsic properties and other advantages, the plywood and 
fibreboard packing cases developed in industrialized countries are becoming 
increasingly popular elsewhere. Plywood forms solid, warp-free panels because it is 
made up of thin layers of wood glued one on top of the other with the grain in each 
layer running perpendicular to the grain in the adjoining layer. Packing cases made of 
plywood are as solid and rigid as high-quality iawnwood packing cases, yet they are 
also light and save space. 

Fibreboard is made, of wood fibres or fibres of other ligno-cellulosic materials 
held together mainly by felting but also with the aid of binders. It takes the form 
either of insulating panels, which are compressed only slightly or not at all and which 
are not used in packaging, or of compressed panels, termed semi-hard, hard or extra 
hard panels, which can be used in the same way as plywood. 

The weight of a plywood packing case is between a quarter and half that of a 
traditional wooden case; obviously, the volume is not reduced to the same extent 
but nevertheless the saving of a few centimetres on each of the three dimensions is 
important when transport charges are based on volume. For small and medium-sized 
cases, the saving of total exterior volume for a given interior useful volume may 
amount to 10-20%. Because of their advantages with respect to weight and 
volume as well as their great strength, plywood or fibreboard packing cases should be 
seriously conwdered for use in developing countries, despite the higher cost of 
manufacturing them. www 

The appearance of panels for packing cases, particular^ plywood panels, is of no 
importance as far as their utility is concerned. Panels with superficial faults, such as 
knots on their outside surfaces, can very well be used for cases; but those with 
structural faults that would weaken them, such as open joints, must be rejected. 

The type of glue chosen will depend on the conditions under which the packing 
case will be used. Since small packing cases are usually transported in covered 
vehicles and stored in closed warehouses, it is not necessary to use adhesives that are 
particularly resistant to water or dampness; common glues based on albumin, casein 
or soya are quite sufficient. Large packing cases or reusable cases designed for long 
use, which may possibly be transported on open vehicles or stored temporarily in the 
open air, require more resistant glues of the urea-formaldehyde type with a high 
percentage of Hour added. For packing cases that are likely to be subjected to bad 
weather dunng transport or storage, urea-formaldehyde type glues with little flour 
added may be used. Finally, in the rare instances when cases are subjected to 
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,   u        ti nrotracted storage under very unfavourable 

albumin or »y. types, or glue of he u ea- onnKM,        £ » ^   ^ for 

flour,  are   required. Spec«   «»^T y•"„""little flour added. Hbreboard 

The „panica, s„eng,h of ^¿*^J^%£?£¿ 
evaluated veryusefully by means of a^'a'^ trtaalion «es«, and especially 
,he evaluation of «*-VH^^W*-l cases are produced from 
dynamic perforation tests The bes, plywoo*      P ,„ ^ u!ed «¡„«fcpend 
relatively high-density wood. (0.60 070^nd which ls on the «hole 

^JotÄ^ - « 
preliminary testing. ^^ ^ 

Short-fibre  hardboard paneU prod»«d femjhe ^ ( 

u H ,h, thickness of the plie» of which 
It should be noted that the number ^¡^^, jl more plies a 

ptvwood is constructed greatly mfluence g £*«£ ¿^ of 9.ply plyw00d 
'piece of plywood has.the,tf ion*.r«t ^'¡^Jy^,**•* of the f 
9 mm thick will be 25 30% «^•* 'J^ numbe of plies is cheaper than 
thickness. However, since: plywood with    small m. ¡^ ^^ .{ 

multi-ply plywood and thus m the ¿^J^,,^ ^ J derigned that the told 
desirable that such P^^ ^^^ ¿Sctlom i» equd. 
thickness of the plies in each of the two grain H 

and miscellaneous types. 

Tubs 

Cene* speaking, tu. are not — *-£?- *&£ «Ä^ 
gbed together at right angjes, with . ^^^ cd together along the seam 
These glued. 2-ply V*?«* "**?}*tne woodorthe inside of the tub, leaving a 
with staples whose ends »5*^^^^ made of 2-ply plywood and 
perfectly smooth surface. The bottom ot •e lu ^ cylindrical or conical, 
b fastened on the inside by V'^ltv to facttaT their transport and to save 
Conical tubs can be nested when empty *^w ^ 2 x uds are kept in 
storage space. They have capacities of 10-30 dm .ana 

í^__ r:it:«»   kw tirtnk« place, after filling, by hooks. 
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Figure 14,     TUbi 

Barrels 

Barrels consist of a body made of a iheet of plywood of flbreboard 3-§ mm 

One type of barrel it assembled entirely by stapling (tee figure 15(#)). The sheet 
of material making up the body it bent by hand until its two edges overlap by about 
u mi *?d ,f a then stipte<l tomih*t with one or two rows of staple!. The outside of 

the body thui obtained is strengthened by hoops of sawnwood 4-6 mm thick 
stapled to it. The top and bottom of the barrel are generally identical and are made 
either of a set of shaped pieces of wood fastened together or of a sheet of plywood 
or fibreboard. Sawnwood bottoms can be kept in place simply by nails or staples but 
bottoms made from plywood or fìbreboard are either kept in place between two 
hoops stapled inside the body or else are provided with a polygonal frame made of 
pieces of sawnwood kept in place by nails or staples. 

Another type of barrel is asaembled entirely by gluing (aee figure 15(e)). The 
panel making up the body of the barrel is bevelled on its two opposite edges, which 
are glued, then joined together and held for a certain length of time in the heated 
jaws of a special, custom-made press. The top of the body thus obtained is 
strengthened only with a glued sawnwood hoop that serves to keep the lid in place 
the bottom, which consists of a panel with a polygonal frame of glued sawnwood, is 
pressed into the body and a metal hoop is fixed at the same tune to the outside of 
the barrel. 

The lid consists of a sheet of fairly thick plywood with a rabbet all around its 
under edge The lid fits into the top of the barrel and at the same time rests on the 
top edge of the barrel. It is secured by a metal hoop with two unequal flanges, one of 
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fa) Stapled barrel (b) Glued barrel 

%« IS.    Barrels 

A ft ASTA u ÏÏ **£* h00p' WhUe the othe'«" «• tht ed* of 
«£TJ? £\^ f íL    * type,°í *"*' can *" *ated P»rtfcuitriy well, and it, jjjtoi can be still further ««proved by placing a rubber Joint in the Vabbet *Zm¡ 

Plywood barrels can have a capacity of 30-250 dm3. Staffed barrel« *« >.~H i« saŒrx- '~d*——^-Ä 
SweÄAowj 

Small boxes can be made by stapling 3-6 mm thick plywood or flbr-h««*! 

SüSSES 

•ÄPLI£r SUIT "" ÎT* "*"by n""n| *-,h« «£ "< 
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Figurilo     Smttí boxes 

total exterior volume. Their maximum capacity, however, it restricted to about 
100 dm* in volunte ami tome 50 kg in wei|ht. They »re used essentially for transport 
by air or «a of the "pereti pott** type of ihipment. 

Battened cases 

Battened plywood or fíbreboard cases contisi of lix panel» strengthened by 
batten» nailed or preferably stapled along their edge» (see figure 17). (Technically, it 
it the panela that ate stapled to the battens.) These cases can be assembled by two 
Afférent techniques 

Figure 17.     Ba t tened am 
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lite first technique consists of making triangular assemblies. That is, three 
battens of three panels meet at one corner and overlap and thus enable the panels to 
be nailed together in three directions. For example, the vertical batten of an end 
panel is nailed to the edge of the batten of the top of the case, while the latter batten 
is nailed to the edge of the horizontal batten of the side panel. This side panel fatten 
is itself nailed to the edge of the first batten (i.e. that of the end panel). 

The result of this method of assembly is that the width of the end is less than 
the width of the top. while the height of the side of the case is less than the height of 
the end. This method makes it possible to produce very strong cases that are almost 
impossible to open without destroying at least one panel. This type of case is 
essentially a one-way case and is therefore used almost entirely for export shipments. 

The second technique consists of making a frame formed by two end panels and 
two side panels all of the same height and then nailing to this frame top and bottom 
panels that cover the edges of the end and side panels. This type of assembly is not so 
strong as the first type. Cases assembled in this way can be opened easily without 
damaging any of the panels and are therefore suitable to be reused. 

The panels of these cases each have at least two battens, but they may have four 
battens framing them on all sides. The end panels of cases not assembled by the 
triangular method must each have four framing battens. 

To reduce the exterior volume, two of the panels (the top and bottom) can be 
made without battens, thus reducing the height of the case by the thickness of two 
battens, but then plywood made of hardwood with the largest possible number of 
plys(5 mm thick 5-ply plywood, for example) must be used. 

Many different types of battened cases c; i be made. Cases fastened together by 
the triangular method may have six panels each with two battens; four panels with 
two battens and two panels with four battens; two panels with two battens and four 
panels with four battens; or six panels with four battens. 

Cases not assembled by the triangular method may have: two panels with four 
battens and four panels with two battens; four panels with four battens and two 
panels with two battens; six panels with four battens; two panels with four battens, 
two panels with two battens and two panels without battens; four panels with four 
battens and two panels without battens. 

To strengthen the case or make possible the fitting of hoop strips, additional 
battens may be placed between the framing battens. There is, of course, a definite 
connexion between the length of the panels, the thickness of panel used, and the 
distance between successive battens. ' 

The panels are fastened together by nails (preferably spiral-grooved nails) if the 
battens are nailed to each other. If the panels themselves are nailed to the battens of 
another panel, broad-headed nails should be used. 

Battened plywood or fibreboard cases are used to transport all kinds of 
mdustrial. chemical and pharmaceutical goods weighing up to 250 kg. 

Cases reinforced with metal comer stays 

Battened cases are used extensively in the industrialized countries, but they have 
the disadvantage of occupying a great deal of space during storage or when being 

- ,i., ,SÍl lahleS 2,J' 4 and S (pp- '3 and '4> in Caractéristiques et spécifications techniaues des 
Ind     ÎT7 '" T e9nlr"^ué *"**« *«* transportspar voies runtimes (ChSrííS 

Mf4), published ru the Centre Technique du Bois, January 1967. 
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transported empty. To overcome this disadvantage other types of cases have been 
developed. The two main types are described below. 

The first type of case consists of four vertical panels fastened together in pairs 
by a stapled or riveted thin metal comer sheet with space left between the two 
adjacent panels so that they can be bent at the corner. Two of the corners then form 
an angle of 0° while the other two form an angle of 180°. The top and bottom are 
made of panels strengthened with two or four battens that are fitted inside the top 
and bottom edges of the case and kept in place by nails or simply by hoop strips. The 
second type consists of four panels (sides, top and bottom) fastened together by 
relatively thick, fiat metal strips provided with indentations enabling them to be 
clipped directly to the panels. The edge strips are corner pieces that have V-shaped 
notches on their vertical face between the panels to enable the latter to be folded and 
grooves to permit the insertion and fastening of the end panels. These strips have a 
slot at one end and a tab at the other (see figure 18). The case is assembled by 

Figure 18.    Case reinforced with metal stays 

bending the strips to an angle of 90° between the panels, inserting the tabs on the 
ends into the corresponding slots in the corner pieces, and bending the tabs over. It is 
sealed by inserting the tabs into the slots of the ends of the strips and then bending 
the tabs over. 

There are many other ways of making cases that can be delivered flat, and 
plywood or fibreboard panels make it possible to develop extremely effective 
designs. 

Miscellaneous types 

As has already been seen, panels can be used for the cladding of crates, the upper 
boarding of pallets and the walls of pallet bins. 

It should be noted that although containers themselves do not come within the 
field of this study, there has been considerable development of the use of plywood 
for the interior lining of containers, for the manufacture of the walls of containers 
themselves (out of plywood impregnated with resin and glass fibre) and for 
manufacturing the floors of containers. 
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Wirebound cases 

Wirebound cases first appeared on the United States market at the berinnin* of 
he century m an attempt to compete with corrugated cardboard or»UdSÄl 

wTode^sWere thCmSelVeS begÌnnÌng t0 PrOVide Seri0US coitiontfïïïS 

,„H.WTf0Und,CaSeS are made °f four Panels 'two sid«. top and bottom) and two 
ends. The panels are connected by continuous stapled metalI wtei e^«ïh2S 
mounted at its ends on battens with 45° mitred ends that fam tZ f Ï C8 

=b,ed case (see figu* 19). The battens ¿t^n*£Z£^& 

flbreboard and normally have one or two wires. piywooa or 

Figure ¡9.     Wirebound caie 

90° iLT^tthe T?th! Sidc'top mi bottom P«* «« bent to an anale of 

for sealing as descried below. <"* of the reinforcing wires are used 

«using .h/c.« .„dTso •t, pfoblTS ?Z2l ralr '"" "* <w»"'Ui,y °f 

ind«d, ,h.yyh,• SA^Staî* ",*y U,""e ,h°" h",d,in« *• '»* «* 
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Sealing by twisting loops. The wires are bent over at each end to form a loop, 
and the end is rolled around the wire itself. This system requires looping before 
manufacture and complicates the production process. The two loops at the ends of a 
single wire must be of slightly different shape so that one loop can enter the other, 
and the cases are sealed by bending the "male" loop over the "female" loop. The 
twisting of the wire always leaves one end sticking out. and although this end sticks 
out less than when sealing is effected by twisting the ends of the wires, it is 
nevertheless a danger to those handling the cases. 

Sealing by means of stapled loops. The wire is bent over on itself at each end to 
form a "hairpin", and the end of the wire is then inserted into the edge board and 
clinched under it. The shape of the loops thus obtained is designed primarily to 
ensure that the continuous stapled-down part of the wire receives the tension during 
use and not the end of the wire that is simply fastened under the board: and second, 
the shape is so designed that one loop can easily be inserted into the other. Sealing is 
carried out by inserting the male loops into the female loops and then bending over 
the male loops. The reinforcement of cases with wires has made it possible greatly to 
reduce the thickness of the boards used, which permits a saving of approximately 
50% on the weight of the case, compared with traditional cases made of sawnwood, 
and a saving of about 20% on volume. As wirebound cases are delivered flat, they can 
be stored and transported easily and take up only 20% of the space they occupy 
when assembled. These cases can be assembled very rapidly without the use of nails 
by unskilled labour at the rate of 100- 1 SO cases per hour. 

The stapled loops make possible rapid sealing with a very simple special tool at 
the rate of 100-165 cases per hour, depending on the number of loops, but it is also 
possible to use semi-automatic machines which enable rates of 400-800 cases per 
hour to be achieved or automatic machines which seal 1,100 1,400 cases per hour. 
These cases are also very easy to open, since it is necessary only to straighten out the 
loops. This type of sealing makes it possible to reuse the cases and return them and 
store them flat. How often such cases can be reused depends on the diameter and the 
nature of the reinforcing wire used. A thick wire (2.4 mm diameter) made of hard, 
high-carbon steel can be reused only about 5 times, whereas a thin wire (1.6 mm 
diameter) made of soft, low-carbon steel can be reused more than 20 times. 

This type of wirebound case is used both for agricultural products (particularly 
citrus fruits) and industrial products, the total weight which can be carried varying 
from 10-200 kg. The principle behind wirebound cases can be used for the design of 
other types of packing cases. 

Wirebound baseboard-type cases 

For packing single items such as motors, household appliances etc., a baseboard 
is made and the product is fastened to it, generally by bolts. The baseboard is 
encircled by battens that form a sort of flange, and the wirebound sides of the case 
are placed around the product in such a way that the battens of the lower frame fit 
inside the flange of the baseboard. The lid is made on the same principle as the 
baseboard, but of much lighter construction, and the battens of the top frame are 
fitted inside the flanges at the top of the sides. Once it is closed, the case is 
sufficiently rigid to need no interior supports. This principle of construction can also 
be used for making pallet cases. 
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Hi re hound cases without lids 

Since lids are no longer generally used on fruit and vegetable cases, wirebound 
cases have been designed with a special panel fitted with looped wires onlv on its 
frame. This panel is divided into two identical halves which, by folding through 90° 
during assembly, become the two ends of the case ( see figure 20» 

Figure 20.     Wirebound case without lid 

Wirebound trays 

ends^ïe tTJZ'Zmade °f !TirebTd Panels '«"»tag the .ides, bottom and two 
rated btrd Í Th   SaT00d °r f/•^* construction (vertical battens and 

w llnH PanelSa,? Stap,ed t0 the ends with ^-clinched staples. Since 
¡ÏÏÏTliT'iare Tntia,,y mas*Productio" ton», their manufacture requTre 
Sbl    Henee t/rily T^"' ^ * * °UtpUt W"h «* a mini•"> of 
craft basis ^ °f ^^ MÄ Cann0t he produced on * "on-mechanized 

Light packing cases 

sawnwäd oft? fhtn 7     CT ,WhOSe7mek m made °f peeled or «Put wood or 
Tuh ^thi T th,Ckne8S f88tCned t0*cther with staP,es- Th«y «« the 
v!neerS f'í n»Pr0gr? "***" the beginnin« of the century in producing peeled 
veneers for plywood manufacture and of the stapling techniques used to the 

Ar      ,ndUStry-TheÍr deVe,0pment WaS Particu,arfy -rked after fhe Second 

PacJniecÜetr^.vehÍnd^thK comtrri0n of '*» Peking cases is that a wooden 
fhfrll T TÍ breaks because the wood breaks- but rather because of failure of 
f fTs tntS °í,fSg:h,heref0-M by USÍng C,inChed Stap,eS'the st^8est meld oi lasten.ng, ,t should be possible  to reduce the thickness of the wood used. 
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Although many different types of packing cases have been developed from tins 
concept, their primary use is still for the transport of perishable goods such us fruit 
and vegetables, fish, poultry, cheese, oysters etc. The main types include oblong 
cases, nesting cases, cylindrical cases, cases that can be delivered flat (knocked-down 
cases), cheese boxes and chip baskets (punnets). 

Oblong cases 

Oblong packing cases have a generally rectangular shape, are constructed of 5 or 
h panels that may be solid or made of strips intersecting each other at right angle* 
with fairly large open spaces between them and fastened together by clinched staples. 
The ends are usually reinforced with vertical comer strips. The sides of the packing 
cases are stapled to the ends or to the corner strips, while the top and bottom are 
attached to the sides and ends by direct corner stapling. 

Oblong packing cases can be used with or without lids. Cases without lids may 
be designed as follows: 

( I ) With flush ends, that is. ends level with the sides. Horizontal bars are fitted 
to the ends to support other packing cases placed on top. 

(2) With the top area of the case slightly smaller than that of the bottom, so 
that cases can be stacked one on top of the other. 

( 3) With raised ends: that is, with ends higher than the sides so as to give better 
ventilation and more rapid cooling of the products (see figure 21). Such 
cases can be easily stored one on top of the other. The construction of the 
ends can be carried out in several ways, the most common of which are: 

(a) Ttte "French system". Each end is composed of one or more horizontal 
boards stapled to two triangular corner strips and a small bar, called a 
"rest", that is laid flat across the ends of the corner strips and fastened 
to them by non-clinched staples. The btrttom of the case has a number 
of crosspieces on its underside, and the two outermost crosspieces are 
set back from the end of the underside by an amount slightly greater 
than the width of the rest bar. When such cases are stacked, the end of 
the underside of the case above rests on the case below, and the 
outermost crosspieces of the underside fit inside the rest bars and. in 
fact, bear against them. This ensures the wedging and proper 
positioning of the stacked cases and gives the stack greater stability in 
storage and transport. This system is effective and well proved, but 
unfortunately involves fairly complex methods of manufacture. 

(b) The "Swiss system". Each end consists of one or more horizontal 
boards which reach the same height as the sides and are stapled to two 
triangular corner pieces projecting somewhat above the sides. Each of 
the corners of the bottom panel is cut off obliquely to leave a space 
slightly larger than the cross section of the corner strips. When such 
cases are stacked, the bottoms of the corner strips of the case above rest 
on the top of the case below, and the underside of the case above fits in 
between the corner strips of the case below. Thus, the cases are held 
together in place not just in one direction, as with the French system, 
but in both directions. 
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(a) French system (b) Swiss system 

(c) Dutch svshm idi Direct support system 

Figure 21.     Types oftidless oblong ceses with raised ends 

(c) The "Dutch system". Each end consists of one or moi« horizontal 
boards which reach the same height as the sides and aie stapled to two 
triangular comer strips projecting somewhat above the sides The 
bottom consists of smooth boards and rests, when the caaes are stacked 
directly on the top of the corner strips of the case below. There is 
nothing to keep the cases in place. This type of case is some time» 
transported simply by being stacked directly in trucks, but more often 
than not a certain number of cases (3 10) are stacked one on top of 
the other, a top made up of four laths is placed on top of the 
uppermost case, and the complete set of cases is then strapped together 
to form a unit in which the individual cases are wedged against each 
other by the pressure of the binding straps. These cases can also be 
loaded on pallets, covered with a top and similarly strapped together to 
ensure stability. 

(d) Tlie direct support system Each end consists of one or more boards 
stapled to two vertical corner strips, plus a supporting bar. The bottom 
is provided with crosspieces at the ends which, when the cases are 
stacked one on top of the other, rest directly on the supporting bars of 
the case below. In this system there is nothing to keep the cases in 
place, but the displacement of cases is limited by the pressure exerted 
over the entire surface of the supporting bars. 
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The main types of light oblong packing cases are the following: 

( 1 ) Oblong trays with raised ends and sides not higher than 12 cm. The sides 
and ends are generally made of solid panels consisting of a single board, and 
the corner strips of the ends are almost always of triangular section. The 
bottom usually has substantial open spaces between the boards of which it 
is composed, although its design will depend on the type of inner packing 
used for the product (see figure 22). The height of the tray depends on the 
dimensions of the product. These trays are primarily designed for the 
packing of fragile fruit or vegetables in a single layer. 

Figure 22.     Light oblong tray 

(2) Oblong cases consisting of solid panels or panels vit h only small spaces 
between the boards, sides less than 12 cm high, and a ltd. These cases may 
of may not be fitted with triangular corner strips (see figure 23). They aie 
used to transport fish, prawns, certain types of cheese and certain fruits. 

Figure 23.     Light, solid-panel case with lid 
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(3) Light oblong crates consisting of openwork panels with sides 12 to 25 cm 
high (see figure 24). The size of the open spaces between the side strips 
depends on the product to be packed: the strips are closer together for 
products like apples than for lettuce. These crates may be provided with 
raised ends and are then used for fruits that are not very fragile, such as 
apples or citrus fruits, or for vegetables, especially lettuce. They may also be 
provided with tops and used for the transport of vegetables, poultry and 
cheese. 

Figure 24.     Light oblong crate with openwork panel sides 

(4) Ught oblong crates consisting of panels with large open spaces between the 
dats »ml side heights of over 20 cm (see figure 25 ). These crates are used to 
transport large vegetables. 

Figure 25.     Light oblong crate for large vegetables 
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Light oblong cases have decided advantages. They are especially strong because 
of their corner strips, which are usually triangular, to avoid damage to the contents, 
or rectangular in cases used to transport vegetables. The shape of these cases makes it 
easy to plan the arrangement of their contents and to determine the numbei of 
pieces per case in function of the size of the pieces and in general to define the 
dimensions and characteristics of the inner packing elements for fruit. Finally, this 
type of case is also well suited for packing fairly bulky products such as poultry or 
products such as cheese that are prepacked in rigid containers. 

Oblong packing cases are easy to stack on wagons, trucks or pallets, they form 
homogeneous loads, and they can be designed to fit the pallets exactly. They can be 
used without lids, which lowers their cost and reduces damage, for cases without lids 
are handled more carefully than those with lids. On the other hand, oblong packing 
cases take up a good deal of space in storage and when they are transported empty. 

The various advantages of oblong packing cases have led the Inland-Transport 
Committee of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) to 
recommend them for the transport of fruit and vegetables for both the domestic and 
foreign markets. 

Nesting cases 

After assembly, nesting cases can be stacked empty one inside the other to 
facilitate storage, transport and handling. They are of trapezoidal vertical section and 
are classified, according to the shape of their horizontal section, as panniers, hampers 
or sloping-sided crates. 

Panniers are nesting cases whose horizontal section consists of two parallel 
straight sides and two semicircular ends (see figure 26). Although their construction 
is complex, strangely enough they were the first light packing cases to be 
mass-produced on automatic machines. 

The body of a pannier consists of slats, some of them rectangular and some of 
them trapezoidal (to enable the pannier to have a conical construction). To the tops 
of the slats are stapled an inner hoop of trapezoidal or triangular section, an interior 

Figure 26.    Pannier 
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lining strip, an outer hoop of trapezoidal or triangular section and two exterior 
covering strips, while to the bottom of the slats are stapled two hoops (one inside 
and the other outside) of trapezoidal or triangular section and an outer covering 
strip. 

The bottom of a pannier consists of two lengthwise boards whose ends are cut to 
quarter circles, stapled to two crosspieces. The lid consists of two broad lengthwise 
boards with ends cut on the slant and two narrower and shorter boards stapled to 
two or three crosspieces. The body is strengthened along the top straight edges with 
two strips or handles. 

Hampers are nesting cases whose horizontal section is in the form of a rectangle, 
with the four comers consisting of four quarter circles. Hampers are made in the 
same way as panniers. 

Sloping-sided crates have a rectangular horizontal section. They consist of four 
trapezoidal panels made of horizontal slats stapled to vertical slats or sheets with flat 
staples and a top and bottom consisting of longitudinal slats stapled flat to crosswise 
stats or sheets. The crates are assembled by simply stapling together the comers 
without corner strips (see figure 27). Their use is declining, because they are not 

Figure 27.    Sloping-sided cmte 

nearly so strong as panniers and hampers, and thus do not really make suitable 
reusable packing cases, while the fact that they cm be stacked inside one another is 
of little interest as far as one-way packing cases aie concerned. 

Nesting cases occupy approximately 70% less space than oblong cases in storage 
and transport when empty. Because of their construction, panniers and hampers are 
particularly strong, even when they are very light, and they can be used for many 
trips. On the other hand, they have a great many disadvantages: they always need a 
lid; their deep shape i* not suitable for the packing of fragile products; and their 
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trapezoidal shape is not well adapted to bulky products or products of rigid 
dimensions. Their shape makes it impossible to pack goods in a standardized 
arrangement or to use inner packing elements such as trays with compartments 
molded in them. Finally, their shape does not permit rational loading on pallets. 

Cylindrical cases 

Cylindrical or sloping-sided round cases have a circular horizontal section. They 
are complicated to manufacture and offer very few advantages and a great many 
disadvantages compared with other cases. 

Knocked-down cases 

Knocked-down cases, as their name implies, are delivered to the buyer flat so 
that he can assemble them himself, generally by hand. These cases are almost alt 
based on the general idea of the wirebound cases previously described. Other types 
have been designed, but most designs are either very complicated or do not provide 
enough strength. 

Cheese boxes 

Cheete boxes are designed for packing cheeses for retail sale, such as Camembert. 
They consist of a bottom part and a lid (generally larger than the bottom) each 
consisting of a shaped sheet of veneer with a strip stapled round it at right angles to 
form a flange. The ends of this strip are stapled or glued together. 

Wooden cheese boxes are used for soft cheeses (see figure 28). Cardboard boxes 
or plastic packing cases have not yet proved satisfactory for this purpose. Cheeie 
boxes may be of many different shapes - round, half-round, square, oblong, 
diamond-shaped, elliptical or triangular. 

Figure 28.     Cheese boxes 
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Punnets 

larger, oblong cases. Punne.s formal If•Ú InaZ«.*Z£ lamM>' plaCed in 

Figure 29.     Punnet 

Particle board packing cates 
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Figure M     Packing case made of particle board sheet 

of the sides of drums or barrels. It is used successfully to make tops and bottoms of 
cases as a substitute for sawnwood or plywood. It is also used for the tops and 

cwdboTrd SÌdeS madC °f comPre8sed cardbowd w «Piral-wound 

a„H ?rtíte b°frd Î" a K•t,uice to Perforation of only about half that of plywood 
and breaks easily when subjected to blows. Because of this weakness, particle board 
cannot be used for making stapled boxes, the edge members of wirebound cases the 
sohd components of light packing cases or the non-battened components that form 
part or all of a panel that must be fastened directly to adjacent panels. Because its 
resistance to perforation is so low, a double thickness of particle board must be used 

LfiT A /T *wnfh as a |lven thickness of PNod. The usefulness of 
particte board for battened panels or crate linings would therefore appear to be very 
limited; but when the product to be transported is very evenly distributed within the 
crate " may be possible to use panels only i.5 times as thick as plywood or 
fibreboard, and then it may be economic to use particle board. 

Likewise, where the lining of a crate does not have to bear any strain 
consideration could be given to replacing sawnwood boarding with particle board' 
although the high density of this material would mean that the crate would be' 
heavier, quite apart from the fact that particle board is generally made with glues 
«iat are not waterproof. For lining crates or making panels for pallet bins, it would 
be necessary to use special particle board made with improved moisture-resistant 
bonding agents, such as phenolic glues, but such particle board would cost some 30% 
more to make and it is therefore unlikely that there will be much demand for 
particte board for such packing cases. 

Moulded particle cases 

Moulded particle cases are made by direct moulding of the raw material in a 
single production operation based on the same techniques used in the production of 
particle board panels. The wood is chipped into particles, dried and mixed with 
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Figure 31.     Moulded particle case 

binder as in the manufacture of flat, pressed panels. The mixture of wood particles 
and binder is then injected into a heated mould and subjected to pressure From this 
mould emerges the finished product (see figure 31). pure, rrom iius 

In the production of this type of reusable packing case, a large amount of 
moisture-resistant binder is used (up to 25% of the weight of the particles)- such 

ordtrt0; ""*"* ? hCaVy PrcSSUre in the mould For oneiay cSoní ordinary binders are used representing not more than 5% of the weight of the 
EU* I0'. CaSCr rclative,y ,ow pressurc is aPP,ied- U »• of course, possible to 
secure a whole range of weather resistance and strength between these two extremes 
by using appropriate quantities and types of binder and applying appropriate 
pressure. Theoretically, the manufacture of moulded particle cases is adLf¿^ü 
ír,ü«»W^ cVmalMiameter branches °' sawmill waste that can be obtained at 
low cost. 85% of these raw materials can be used; and the labour required is minimal. 
rhJE? A \many Prob,ems arise in applying this process. The first stage (the 
hipping, drying and mixmg with binder) is carried out using highly developed 

ofr^dírT^6^0^ 0n a Very ,arge scale- The guidingJiowever cïïls 
£Z? ,   Ch??UeS from those used in the Production of flat panel 
Spemi presses and moulds are required; and while the problems of the injection «d 
STtnH°f thf Part'c,e-3dhe^ mixture in the moulds may haveCTfuly 
solved »n theory, the execut.on of these operations at the industrial level has given 
me to practical problems (with respect to the rates of operation that have tote 
mamtamed) to which no satisfactory solution has yet been found. U¿Zm of 
packing case requires a special mould costing about $10,000. Only ttemau 
production of packing cases can therefore be envisaged 

The moulded case may continue to give off formaldehyde vapour for a long time 
after manufacture, so it is practically impossible to use this type of cat for 
penshable goods, unless it is set aside for conditioning for a long period beTween 

tTe ^'7^ T The rateS °f manufaCtUre that can be ¿25dTiiinTteZ the one hand by the time needed for the insertion of the particle-adhesive^ture 

SääT
1ymer,zation of the binder-The totai ** *» « ^tí: 
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The investment required for production is very high. Over $500,000 is needed 
for a complete production line operating on a 24-hour schedule and theoretically 
capable of manufacturing about 1.5 million cases per year. In practice, however, the 
output of most presses is far below capacity because of frequent stoppages caused by 
mechanical or electrical difficulties. In the future more highly perfected equipment 
may be able to give better outputs, but even with good outputs a very large 
investment is required for the manufacture of a relatively small number of cases. 
When the production rate and the need to work three eight-hour shifts per day are 
taken into account, the amount of labour required per case, which seems at first sight 
to be small, turns out to be quite large. It has been calculated that the direct labour 
time involved in the manufacture of a moulded particle case for apples is about three 
minutes, while the direct labour time for an apple crate of the same dimensions made 
of stapled peeled wood is only four minutes. 

The complexity and fragility of the equipment requires highly skilled worke-s 
(mechanics and electricians) always to be on call. Finally, it should be noted that the 
production rate is constant: a production line is not flexible and it cannot adapt 
itself to market needs. 

The technique of producing moulded wood particle cases will probably improve 
eventually, but at piesent their production should be approached only with the 
greatest caution and with the idea of studying the process rather than using it 
industrially. 

Composite packing cases ( wood plus another material) 

Wood is frequently combined with one or more other materials in the 
manufacture of packing cases. Generally speaking, composite packing cases are 
designed in such a way that each of the materials provides part of the required 
protection; thus, an outside wooden case provides mechanical protection, while an 
inner envelope of welded plastic film containing small bags of dehydrating materials 
provides protection against moisture. For some packing cases, however, two or more 
materials are used to form the case itself. Wirebound cases, where wood and metal (in 
the form of wire) are used, provide an example. Other types of composite cases 
include: 

( 1) Cam with a wooden baseboard and board body. This type of case is used 
only for the domestic transport of household appliances, such as 
refrigerators, washing machines, and the like. It is a frequent practice to fix 
the product to a wooden baseboard made of two skids and two crosspieces 
and to place on top of this a corrugated board case with corrugated board 
corner packing pieces or expanded polystyrene packing pieces or expanded 
polystyrene packing pieces between the product and the board case. The 
case completely covers the appliance and rests on the base, and the entire 
unit is held together by metal straps. 

(2) Cam with a wooden framework covered with corrugated or compressed 
board. This type of case consists of a frame with a wooden base and a 
superstructure made of panels consisting of wooden uprights and crosspieces 
on which sheets of cardboard are stapled. 
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[}) (uses with woodIpu r composite panels. Wood, paper composite consists of 
a sheet of veneer 2 5 mm thick on which one or two sheets of k raft paper 
are glued. To be produced at a reasonable cost, the paper must be glued to 
the green wood as it emerges from the peeling machine. This technique 
generally calls for rather complex equipment, and only a few enterprises in 
the entire world manufacture this material in the form of panels that can be 
used as the cladding for cases and crates. This material, however, is in 
common use for the manufacture of matchboxes. 

(4) Cases with metal frames and panel cladding. This type of case has been 
mentioned in connexion with packing cases made of plywood or fibreboard. 
This design can also be adopted for the manufacture of pallet bins, and it 
has given rise to the production of containers with plywood walls. 

Apart from those described above, there are few types of packing cases in which 
wood is associated with other materials. It is quite possible that this represents a gap 
in research and that very interesting developments mav be achieved in this field in 
future. 

Barrels 

This study of types of wooden packing cases would not be complete without 
some mention of barrels used as containers for liquids and drurm and barrels for solid 
goods. 

Casks for containing liquids are designed essentially for the storage of wine and 
spirits. These casks and the vats used for wine making can scarcely be considered to 
be packing cases. Use of this type of cask is declining because it is too expensive and 
fragile. Casks are being replaced by tank wagons and road tankers for transport 
purposes. 

Drums and barrels for packing solid goods are one of the most ancient methods 
of protecting and transporting merchandise. Because of their cylindrical or elliptical 
shape they can be rolled and thus are easy to handle, but they are difficult to stack 
or to use with pallets. 

Unlike the staves of casks, which are made of split wood, the staves of packing 
barrels are n.ade of sawnwood. *fter the barrel heads have been inserted into the 
crozes, the assembly of the barrel is completed by means of hooping with strips of 
nailed split wood or with metal hoops. Packing barrels are still in common use in 
many countries, but their further development cannot be recommended, since they 
are no longer appropriate for present-day transport conditions. 

This study has attempted to describe the major types of packing cases in current 
use. Composite packing cases, which combine two designs, may be adopted to suit 
the special requirements of a particular country or area. 

No mention has been made of small sawnwood packing containers such as very 
small boxes or cigar boxes that may be considered nearer to the carpentry or even 
the joinery trade than to the wooden packing industry. Likewise, products have been 
omitted that cannot be considered packing cases, such as cotton reels or the reels 
designed for the reception, transport and laying of wires and insulated cables. 



Chapter 4 

STANDARDIZATION, LABORATORY TESTS 
AND QUALITY CONTROL 

Standardization 

The object of standardization is to make possible: 

fa) Rational organization of manufacture, from the raw material stage to the 
finished product; 

(b) Technical documentation kept up to date by a specialized body; 

fc} The elimination of waste; 

(d) Increased production; 
(e) Steady functioning of manufacturing activities over a period of time; 

(f) Reduction of manufacturing costs; 

(g) Specific guarantees of quality, consistency and safety; 

(h) Products of improved quality, quantity and consistency; 

fi) An kicrease in national productivity. 

Standardization requires that a series of chokes be made. For wooden packing 
case% these chokes concern shape, bask dimensions and quality. 

Choke of shape 

The shape of a packing case is of great importance, as it influences the 
performance of the product required, the choke of inner packings, or wrappings, the 
strength of the case and the cost of storage and empty return of reusable cases. 

The current preference for simple shapes, generally cubic or oblong, has been 
influenced by modem transport conditions, and the trend towards using this type of 
shape should be encouraged. However, the level of development of a country may 
make it necessary for a given period to use nesting shapes for certain sectors of 
production to reduce the cost of returning empty cases over long distances. 

At the international level, the Inland Transport Committee of the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (E6E) in its "International Protocol" 
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(drafted m 1054 and adopted in its present form as "Resolution No. 203" in January 
1967) decided that wooden cases for fruits and vegetables used in international 
transport and trade should be oblong and that nesting cases such as panniers or 
hampers should not be used unless contained in larger oblong packing cases 

Otoice of dimensions 

With few exceptions, the determination of the dimensions of packing cases 
presents many problems and is an inexhaustible source of controversy In practice 
the standardization of dimensions is subject to several deterrmning factors: the 
dimensions of the product to be packed; the dimensions of the wood used; and the 
dimensions of the pallet and the transport equipment used. 

Dimensions of products 

iarJ.rdilCu t0 ¡* ,paC,ked ?Lof -l types' **« and sizcs' from strawberries to the 
M uff   ,e ^°°,S- lf ,s diffîcult t0 im^M how onc method of standardization could be found that would be well adapted to all products "wrou«! 

wilt Äf 0dUC!iSf nelmZ require spedsd P"**1« cases« the dimensions of whkh 
will be determined by the dimensions of the product. Limitations may be imposed 
ÎL ¿l:TKmentf *"n*m of transport, for example, limitation, on volume 
and weight prescribed by the road or rail network, and by the handling facilities 
(maximum permissible gross weight). nananng iacinti» 

nrndlíf 'J^^f " of the size of packing cases for medium-sized and small 
products however, should be studied, and the question arises whether extertoTo 
u„lVrnT, Sî°UJd * standardiz*d «nterior dimensions síouW S 

st^dardued  particularly for medium-sized industrial products such as household 

A«0"' J0' Tí Pr°ïUCtS' h0WCVer' and in Particu,a' fo' Pecable goo* arch 
wníS Ih ?^tab,eS' thC Wide range 0f sizes of P*ckin« •*">** throughout^ 
world^shows that not too much attention need be paid to the requiremenTs of the 

^ JN0
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Laboraiorv at Delft, the Netherlands, demonstrated  in s report 

JKïïiï ^Än „for Economic Co-°pcraiion •» DAS t Ä Project No. 372/2 I960),2 that the dimensions of products such as apples are of 
little importance as far as the choice of the size of packing case is concerned whereat 
products such a. lettuce or cauliflower have quite rigid\ dimtnümúZ^m 
The report ,s quick to add that, »it is striking to note that these ^ÎÏJZïdSÏÏi 
to a great extent on the method of sizing adopted" requirements «pena 

di Jn^^íTL*"* Vegf ta¿,es 0f {Ü1 **'* m Packed m ca*" of only two basic 
dimensons. 57X34 cm and 50X30 cm. In other European countries the urne 

Eft? "• UCìt m CMeS 0f ma"y different ««""«^«STÎM X 39^r? 
^ly a^e?More thlTo* ?•*? ^ " * 31 Cm' and 55 X 38 •< » «•£ 
í¡^.i?T'     v       .       M,C d,mensions varying from 43 X 30 cm to 60 X 46 cm 

h^re^ aTte"sU2PdTffen
re

8n:ar ^ ,ettUCC "ld,0thw ^ Sakds; ^uMoZ mere are at least 12 different dimensions varying from 44 X 31 cm to 78 X 56 cm. 

oneway wooden P^.c.^f^JÄ^ 
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In 1958 and I960, OECD drew up three catalogues of "dimensional types of 
wooden packing cases for fruits and vegetables used in Europe". These catalogues, 
which cover 23 countries, include more than 600 types of packing cases with over 
250 basic sizes.3 

The difficulty encountered in trying to standardize dimensions of packing cases 
is not so much a mathematical problem as it is one of changing established traditions. 
Although everyone agrees on the need for standardization, each manufacturer thinks 
that his type of packing case is the best and should be adopted as the standard. 

If it is assumed that, either by persuasion or by compulsion, it is possible to 
arrive at a method of standardization that will take relatively little account of the 
products themselves, the only real problem will be to pack into the standardized 
range of cases a given number of units or a round number of kilograms of goods in 
order to facilitate commercial transactions. Subsequently this procedure may greatly 
influence the standardization of the products themselves. 

Dimensions of wood used 

It might be thought that the dimensions of packing cases should be based on the 
most common commercial sizes of sawnwood in a given country in order to reduce 
waste of raw material during manufacture. For countries that import all or part of 
their timber in the form of sawnwood, this reasoning may be justified. For countries 
producing wood themselves, howevei, the amount of wood used for packing cases is 
sufficient to justify the cutting of special sizes of wood, if necessary, particularly as 
the production of packing cases in such countries is usually carried out by the same 
enterprise that saws the logs in the first place. It would therefore appear that, with 
few exceptions, the dimensions of readily available sawnwood should be disregarded 
when studying the standardization of packing sizes. 

Dimensions of pallets and means of transport 

The dimensions of the vehicles or pallets used for transport are the third factor 
that must be taken into account in deciding on the sizes of packing cases. Many types 
of vehicles are used: airplanes, ships, containers, trains, trucks and light vans. Each of 
these categories contains many different models, so that it would be futile to list all 
of them with their dimensions. The only carriers that at present have been 
standardized by ISO are ISO series 1 containers, whose minimum interior dimensions 
are: height, 2,197 mm; width, 2,299 mm; length, 11,998, 8,931 or 5,867 mm. No 
agreement has been reached so far on the interior dimensions of insulated or 
refrigerated containers. 

The dimensions of pallets have been studied at the international level in terms of 
dimensions of the vehicles used most frequently and of the over-all range of products 

3 
These three catalogues are as fallows: 

(a) Catalogue of types and sizes of wooden packing cases for fruits and vegetables used in 
Europe (OECD project No. 37Î, September 1958); 

(b) Catalogue of types a¡.<J sizes of wooden packing cases for fruits and vegetables used in 
Europe   supplement to catalogue published in 1958 (OECD book 33); 

(c) Draft catalogue of types and sizes of wooden packing cases for fruits and vegetables used 
in several Eastern European countries and in Israel (document W/TRANS/WP.I1/107 of 
the Inland Transport Committee of ECE, Geneva). 
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to   be   transported   rather   than   of   specific   products.   ISO   has   issued   two 
recommendations concerning the dimensions of pallets: 

(a) ISO   R  lc>8.4 which lays down nominal dimensions of 800 X 1,200mm, 
;,000X 1.200 mm and 800 X 1,000 mm. 

(b) ISO   R 32°,5 which lavs down nominal dimensions of 1,200 X 1,600 mm 
and 1,200 X 1.800 mm." 

Although the International Union of Railways has established a pool of pallets in 
Western turope based on the dimension 800 X 1,200 mm, the pallet most commonly 
used internationally has the dimensions 1,000 X 1,200 mm. Tablet gives the 
dimensions FC E Resolution No. 203 prescribes for packing cases for fruits and 
vegetables and gives the corresponding percentages of utilization of pallets of various 
dimensions. 

TABLE I.     BASIC DIMENSIONS ESTABLISHED BY ECE FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 
PACKING CASES AND PERCENTAGE OF UTILIZATION OF PALLETS OF VARIOUS 

DIMENSIONS 

Outside 
dimensions of 
packing cases 
for fruits and 
vegetables 
(cm) 

Dimensions of pallets in mm 

800 X 1,200   1,000 X 1,200   800 X 1.000    1,200 X 1,600   1,200 X 1,800 

60X40 

50X30 

40X30 

50X40 

100 

94 
100 

83 

100 

100 

100 

100 

90 

94 

90 

100 

100 

94 

100 

94 

100 

97 

100 

92 

Thus, it can be seen that 1,000 X 1,200 mm pallets are the most advantageous to use 
in the transport of fruits and vegetables. 

As has already been stated, palletization should be adopted for its own merits 
and subsequently everything else should be designed to suit the palletization. It is 
recommended that pallet standardization policy be based on the dimensions laid 
down by ISO. This does not mean that other, temporary solutions may not be 
envisaged, but the adoption of such temporary solutions may subsequently hinder 
the rational standardization of pallets and packing cases. 

The standardization of containers, carried out on the basis of containers already 
used in the United States, took place much later than, and quite independently of, 
the standardization of pallets. As a result, the interior dimensions of containers are 
not adapted to the dimensions of the specified pallets of 1,100 mm width. Although 
the use of 1,100 mm wide pallets does enable two pallets to be loaded side by side in 
a container, the same container will accommodate two 1,000 X 1,200 mm pallets, 

ISO recommendation R 198 "Double-deck flat pallets for through transit of goods". 
ISO recommendation R 329 "Large pallets for through transit of goods". 
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one in one direction and the other at right angles to it. There is no evidence that the 
coefficient of filling ISO series I containers is better with pallets 1,100 mm wide 
than with 1,000 X 1,200 mm pallets. The only real difference is that the pallets 
1,100 mm wide can have only two entries, while 1,000 X 1,200 mm pallets must 
have four. It seems obvious that for transport palletization there is every advantage in 
having mainly four-entry pallets. 

Standardization of packing case dimensions is possible, but it musf be based on 
the standardization of pallets; the basic dimensions nf the cases should he 
sub-multiples of the dimensions of the pallets, especially the 1,000 X 1,200 nun 
pallets. 

In l%8, ¡SO established a technical committee (TC 122) responsible for 
studying all problems relating to packing cases; subcommittee 1 of this committee is 
responsible for dealing with the question of dimensions. Although this work is only 
in its initial stage, it already faces the difficult problems brought on by the existence 
of two different systems of measurement: the metric system and the system used for 
many years in the United Kingdom and the United States. 

In addition to the two ISO recommendations previously referred to(R 198 and 
R 329), Technical Committee 51 has issued recommendation R 445 (vocabulary of 
terms relating to pallets). 

Choice of quality 

While the standardization of dimensions is an important consideration, the 
standardization of the quality of packing cases is probably even more important. 
Transport conditions can vary tremendously depending on the method of transport 
used, the distance covered and the number and magnitude of the handling 
operations. Ideally, packing cases should be designed for the specific conditions 
under which they are to be used. This, however, is completely impossible. A 
distinction has been made in chapter 1 between one-way cases and reusable ones 
from a purely economic point of view. While this distinction is completely valid, the 
technical definition of packing cases from the production point of view is impossible 
without taking transport conditions into account. A one-way packing case that is 
designed to provide for the transport of a product on a smooth road has nothing in 
common with a one-way packing case designed for the transport of the same product 
to a destination 2,000 km away be a succession of different means of transport. This 
observation leads to the idea of cases built on minimum levels of strength leading to 
packing cases Jivided up into categories of different quality. From the point of view 
of the manufacturer, the number of categories would have to be kept as low as 
possible in an ascending order of strength, users being free to select one of these 
categories in the light of their own needs. 

Three minimum levels of strength could be established as follows: 

Level 1 - packing cases made at just sufficient strength to be compatible with 
the demands of a single overland journey not involving special risks; 

Level 2 - packing cases sturdy enough to make several trips by land, but not 
expected in principle to make more than one trip under difficult conditions; 

Level 3 - very sturdy packing cases capable of being used for a long period even 
under the most difficult conditions. 
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The standards of these levels of strength may vary from one country to another 
and may also vary in time as transport conditions improve. Compliance with these 
levels could be effected by one of two methods, either by establishing a detailed 
definition of the characteristics of packing cases according to their function and 
expected application or a definition of minimum strength requirements based on 
laboratory tests. 

The first method has the advantage of establishing a detailed definition for 
standardized packing cases according to their function, but it has the disadvantage of 
possibly limiting innovations by preventing cases from being made in any way other 
than that prescribed. The second method permits the imaginative development of 
new manufacturing methods and applications. Its disadvantages are that it requires 
the use of a laboratory and it does not specify the practical steps that must be taken 
to manufacture cases capable of meeting test requirements. To comply with changing 
conditions, laboratories would have to review their methods of testing frequently to 
ensure that the methods corresponded to actual conditions of transport. 

Consideration of these advantages and disadvantages leads to the conclusion that 
qualitative standardization should be based on a combination of the two methods. 
The basis of such standardization would be an examination of the "performance" of 
the cases through tests of their strength in laboratories. Based on the results of these 
tests, detailed specifications would be established, not in the form of obligatory 
regulations, but in the form of recommendations that would be reviewed 
periodically. These specifications would fall into two categories: general 
specifications covering either all types of packing cases or individual categories ot 
cases and including instructions regarding the application under consideration, the 
quality of the wood, its moisture content and general manufacturing conditions; and 
then, individual specifications indicating the exact details of the packing case in 
question and giving its pattern of construction, the dimensions of its various 
components, and the methods of attachment of the components. 

Such specifications would serve as a guide for manufacturers, who, at the same 
time, would be free to adopt any other specifications that would enable them to 
improve productivity or secure equivalent strength using less wood, provided, of 
course, that the case thus manufactured complied with the laboratory test 
requirements. 

This qualitative standardization is so important that it seen» strange that it 
could have been forgotten. The fact that packing cases can be relied on to comply 
with certain strength requirements enables users to select those types of packing 
cases whose strength is best adapted to the conditions in which they are to be used. 

For those engaged in transport operations, this procedure would give the 
advantage of reducing the amount of damage to cases, provided that the minimum 
quality requirements in the different categories were adhered to and enforced by 
regular checks on production. For the manufacturer, qualitative standardization 
would help to eliminate unfair competition consisting of supplying packing cases of 
inferior products offered at low prices in order to secure sales. Buyers would be 
guaranteed a minimum strength level for all products, and competition could then 
take place without any lowering of quality. Unfortunately, the problems of the 
quantitative standardization of packing cases have not been studied to any great 
extent at the international level. ECE Resolution No. 203 referred to above gives 
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testing methods and details of the test results that should be obtained for fruit and 
vegetable packing cases. Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 122 is in the 
process of formulating test programmes. It is hoped that this subcommittee will 
eventually devise methods and programmes that can be applied by all laboratories. 

Laboratory tests 

There are certainly many ways of making a packing case for a specific purpose 
(although not all these methods are rational). Of the methodi, that are best from the 
technical point of view, those that give the greatest economy of raw materials and 
labour and give the best utilization factor should be chosen. 

Until recently, the decision on how to make a packing case was based on the 
practical experience and ingenuity of manufacturers, users, and transport enterprises. 
Representatives of these groups, however, are not in complete accord and offer a 
variety of opinions regare' .ig the ideal packing case. Evidence points to the need for 
checking and investigating different opinions and proposals by means of systematic 
laboratory tests before series production is embarked upon. 

Althou^i they are naturally somewhat theoretical, laboratory tests are of great 
value because they can, for example, subject two similar packing cases to a particular 
stress, repeat the stress, modify it, subject a part of each case to it, and then compare 
the exact behaviour of the two cases tested or the two parts. Such tests, which can be 
carried out in a very short time, can give more valuable information than months or 
years of practical experience. It is also possible to reproduce in laboratories all the 
dimatic conditions to which packing cases may be subjected. 

The choice of the tests to be carried out and the methods of testing to be used 
have always been a vital issue. Many studies are being carried out at the national and 
international level (particularly by Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 
122) to define and standardize tests, testing methods and the results that should be 
obtained. 

The following requirements are essential for tests or testing methods: 

(a) Tests must reproduce as faithfully as possible the stresses to which the 
packing case is normally subjected and which could bring about partial or 
total destruction of the case or its contents. The method of testing must as 
far as possible reproduce the cause of actual damage exactly or reproduce 
damage identical to that under consideration, although caused by a different 
stress. 

(b) Tests must evaluate the strength of packing cases of different construe ;ions 
so that they may be easily compared. 

(c) Testing methods must produce clear damage during the tests or, even better, 
damage that can be measured objectively in order to eliminate any need for 
subjective interpretation of the results. 

(d) Tests must be reproducible in every detail. 

(e) Tests must be simple to perform and require little time. 

Tests should be chosen, therefore, according to their capacity to simulate the 
stresses to which packing cases are subjected in handling and transport. The most 
common stresses are described below. 
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Climatic conditions 

Depending on their place of origin and their destination, packing cases and their 
contents may be subjected to different climatic influences, such as change of 
temperature or humidity, salt air or sandstorms. The laboratory should be able to 
reproduce the climatic conditions prevailing at each stage of a journey during every 
season of the year. Because it is impossible to carry out individual climatic tests on 
each packing case. Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 122 has established 
the following scale of climatic conditions comprising eight different temperature and 
humidity levels: very cold ( 55°C). cold ( 18°C). humid temperature (15°C and 
85^ relative humidity), temperate (20°C and bS7r relative humidity), dry temperate 

< 23 C and 5(K? relative humidity), hot and humid (38°C and 857 relative humidity) 
and hot and dry ( 60°t and 307c relative humidity). Only conditions that can have a 
marked influence on the strength of the packing cases have been considered. 

Stacking 

Packing cases are invariably stacked at some time during transport. When full 
cases are stacked, the bottom case must support the weight of the whole pile. The 
lower cases are thus subjected to a vertical force whose magnitude depends on the 
weight and number of the cases in the stack. Cases are usually stacked to heights of 
4 5 metres, but in cold storage, for example, they may be stacked as high as 
10 metres. 

The weight bearing on the upper surface of a case may be spread uniformly or 
non-uniformly over this surface, depending on whether the stack consists of 
homogeneous or heterogeneous cases and on the size and shape of their contacting 
surfaces. The weight on a case tends not only to compress it but also to deform it. 
When cases are tested, the methods used should allow for deformation similar to that 
which occurs in a stack. 

Presses with rigid plates fail to allow deformation; consequently, they are 
unsuitable for such tests, although they may be acceptable for comparative tests of 
materials. More suitable are presses whose plates are movable in the horizontal and 
the vertical plane. Stacking tests can be carried out most easily by placing a weight 
on the case. Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 122 has defined a stacking 
test method that is in keeping with the conditions described above. 

Vibration during transport 

The vibration caused by the vehicles themselves is an inherent feature of 
transport and creates to-and-fro movements that tend to distort the packing cases. 
The type of vibration differs basically depending on the type of transport used: 
airplane, ship, train, wagon or truck. 

This type of stress may be reproduced either by a vibrating table operating at a 
frequency and amplitude selected according to the means of transport, or by a jolting 
table that reproduces the successive vertical shocks caused by transport in trucks. As 
cases are normally stacked when transported, tests should be carried out with a 
weight placed on top of the cases that corresponds to the weight of a pile whose 
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height is in keeping with the method of transport under consideration. 
Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 1 22 has defined a test method using a 
vibrating table. 

Shocks during transport 

Shocks occur frequently during transport. In air transport they come, for 
example, from air pockets, which are unavoidable. In rail transport shocks occur in 
railwav shunting yards, but their frequency can be reduced by improving handling 
operations and shunting facilities. Shocks bring about displacement of the goods 
within the packing cases and are defined by the maximum deceleration value attained 
ai¡d by their duration. 

In the past shocks have been reproduced inaccurately in the laboratory by tests 
on an inclined plane. Shocks obtained with such apparatus give a "deceleration time" 
curve that is completely different from those recorded for shocks during transport: 
the maximum deceleration is about five times greater, and the time ten times shorter. 
For this reason, this test should not be used, but should be replaced by one that is 
capable of more faithful reproduction of the shocks suffered during transport. 

Folh 

During handling, cases are accidentally dropped, or deliberately thrown or 
dropped, by handlers in order to put them in place, instead of laying them down 
carefully. Packing cases may also be dropped because of defective mechanical 
handling equipment, especially in ports, or because of defective stowing. 

The number and magnitude of the fall;, depend on the gross weight of the 
packing case and to a lesser extent on its size: the heavier or bulkier a case is. the less 
brutally it is handled. Falls are very common accidents but should not be considered 
an inherent feature of transport. They are not normal stresses, and responsibility for 
them lies with the handler. Falls can be eliminated by improving transport facilities 
and educating handlers to be more careful. Nevertheless, some dropping tests are still 
necessary, but they should be put in their proper perspective and should not be used, 
as they often are, as the basis for testing the strength of packing cases. 

Falls are reproduced in the laboratory by free fall tests, which consist of 
dropping a packing case, either flat, on edge, or on one of its corners, onto a rigid 
surface from a certain height. Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 122 has 
defined free fall testing methods. Falls can also be reproduced by means of a 
tumbling drum constructed with baffles inside that rotate around a horizontal axis 
causing the packing case to fall in all possible positions. Although this apparatus 
facilitates testing and takes more account of the shape of the packing case than free 
fall testing, cases never fall exactly the same way from one test to another and 
therefore this method cannot be considered reproducible. For this reason it was not 
adopted by Subcommittee 3 of ISO Technical Committee 122. All tumbling drums 
used in laboratories throughout the world, however, conform with the standard of 
the American Society for Testing Materials ( ASTM). Another test that can be used 
for fairly large packing cases is the rolling test, which consists of tumbling a case 
over, pivoting it on one of its edges, and then dropping it successively on each of its 
faces. 
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be given some guarantee of quality and should be able to distinguish well-mad* cases 
from those of mediocre design or construction. Unfortunately, the former usually 
cost more than the latter, and it can be difficult to provide obvious prncf of the 
quality of packing cases at the time of purchase. 

To distinguish good packing cases from inferior ones, seals of quality (or of 
conformity to set standards) and quality control procedures have been established. 
Reliable manufacturers or groups of manufacturers who are proud of the quality of 
their products do not hesitate to put their names on their products. It is only after 
considerable effort and extensive publicity campaigns that some of these brands 
become symbols of quality for the public. These brand names are based only on the 
quality of the work and the professional conscience of those who manufacture the 
products to which they are attached. Widespread familiarity with a particular brand 
name, however, often depends on the financial strength of a manufacturer and the 
extent and effectiveness of his publicity. 

Seals of quality administered by trade associations indicate that manufacturers 
are willing to conform to exact and well-known regulations. These seals of quality 
could be questioned, however, as it is the trade association that both sets the 
standards and awards the seals of quality. 

The best solution to quality control may be the system of national seals of 
quality administered by independent bodies offering all necessary guarantees of 
impartiality. Manufacturers awarded such seals of quality should be free to 
manufacture other products of lesser quality provided that they do not affix the seal 
to them. 

Seals of quality should gain recognition preferably because of the advantages 
that their guarantee represents to users of the product rather than because of 
financial advantages the manufacturer may derive, although such advantages can help 
the establishment and Development of a seal of quality considerably. Care should be 
taken to avoid a system in which seals of quality are systematically imposed by some 
controlling authority, as this procedure amounts to compulsory standardization. 

Sometimes, of course, it may be useful and even necessary to make the 
standardization of a particular type of packing case compulsory, especially when the 
packaging industry is in the early stages or a new type of case is being developed, in 
order to avoid proliferation of types of packing cases or to help on to the market 
only packing cases really corresponding to the needs of the moment. Compulsory 
standardization may also be necessary to defend consumers against fraudulent or 
dubious business practices. In such circumstances, however, seals of quality are no 
longer of any interest, since all packing cases would then legally have to conform to 
the same regulations. If a seal of quality is to have any value, and this will depend on 
the reputation of the body issuing it and the documents on which it is based, this 
value will be determined above all through independent and impartial testing. 

Packing cases are checked at three stages: 
(a) The laboratory stage, where, in both the initial evaluation tests and 

subsequent routine quality checks, the level of strength and the weak points 
are established and the possibilities of improving the construction or 
method of manufacture are analysed. 

(b) During actual use, both at the place of dispatch and at the destination. 
Regular checks at the destination enable a large number of packing cases 
from different points of dispatch to be examined, and it is possible to check 
the way the packing cases have withstood wear and tear during actual use. 

A 
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are in accordance with the specifications laid down for them. 
ritorv checking verifies compliance with a given specification for the packing 

case'n Ä irPrtice, it is'purely visual or requires only simple measuring 
instruments and must cover the following points in particular: 

fat Vw aualitv of the wood Checking of the quality of the wood is necessary 
toenlé reiection of components with faults, such as knots, cracks and 
ïoSd TJÄ permisse limits, and also to ensure that components 
ríot u^dwSl quality ,s too markedly superior to that required. » this 
would increase manufacturing costs needlessly. 

fbl The aeeumv of cutting of the wwnwood The accuracy of ^di^nskms 
of tie sawnwood used (length, breadth, thkkne») must be checked to 
ensure that there are no errors in the dimensions and that they w «riun 
the  tolerances established. For peeled and sliced wood   the thiekne» 
¡LStt well within the permissible limits if the machines are ir,good 
Sttion   but for sjwnwood there can be considerable variation in 
thickness owing to errors by mill workers, such as faulty setting of a saw or 
ST To improve the standard of sawing, it is necessary to know wha 
these variations are. This can be done by apply«* extremely simple 
statistical methods and calculating the standard ^*• »«» ^J 
straight line. Thus, with old band saws it is necessary to set the thickness oí 
sawing  to   5.6 mm  to ensure that  95*  of the  sawn  boards have a 
minimum thickness of 4.5 mm. whereas with a more ««*te •¡"? ¡" 
good condition the sawing thickness can be set to only 5 mm. The check in 
question thus shows the improvement in the utilization of raw material that 
can be achieved (over 10% in this illustration). 
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(e) Vie quality of cutting. Sawing of wood dim not usually present problems, 
but slicing and peeling often produce material that is of inferior quality 
because it contains cracks. These cracks are due to the actual techniques of 
peeling or slicing, but they can be avoided if the machines used are in good 
condition, and if their most important operating parts (knife and pressure 
bar) have been adjusted properly. 

(d) Tlie quality of stapling and nailing of the plane elements. Checking of this 
feature determines whether nails or staples have been driver, in at the right 
place and are properly clinched, and whether the squareness of the panels 
thus made is within the set limits. 

(e) The quality of the assembly. As the accuracy of the positioning of the nails 
or staples as well as that of the panels must fall within established limits, 
this feature must be checked carefully. Such checking must not be limited 
to the end of the production line when the packing case is finished, but 
must be done at each stage of manufacture because its object is to prevent 
defective packing cases from being manufactured rather than to eliminate 
them later. As soon as a defect is observed, action must be taken at the 
work station or machine where the defect has been produced to find out the 
cause and to remedy the defect as quickly as possible. It will readily be 
appreciated that the causes of defects can be reduced by using suitable 
equipment and keeping i. in good condition. 

In large enterprises it may perhaps be possible to appoint one employee as an 
inspector, but this method may not convince the workers of the importance of doing 
their work well. Another method of checking more difficult to organize but 
undoubtedly more effective from the point of view of productivity is the following: 
Each enterprise is divided up into a certain number of departments, such as sawing or 
peeling, panel manufacture, assembly and storage. Each department "sells" its 
products to the following department and must check its own work; the "buyer" 
department checks the quality of these products when it takes delivery of them by 
sampling in accordance with simple statistical methods, on the basis of previously 
established criteria. It then either accepts or refuses the batches offered to it. When a 
refusal is acknowledged to be justified by the foreman, the batch is checked item by 
item by the "seller" department, and the defective items are eliminated. A system of 
quality bonuses is established to ensure that such refusals of batches do not occur, 
for faulty products adversely affect the whole enterprise, including the morate of 
workers. This system of checking should begin with the sawing or peeling department 
and then be extended to other departments on the understanding that at the 
beginning the batches will not be refused; instead, the results of the checks made will 
be studied to determine the reasons why some items are defective with a view to 
eliminating the causes and not merely the defective items. 

An effective system of factory checking, such as the one described above, can 
save a great deal of money for a manufacturer of wooden packing cases. Frequently 
in the manufacture of packing cases, any quality of wood good or bad is 
considered adequate; elements of roughly correct dimensions are deemed 
satisfactory; and haphazard assembly is permitted. To compensate for defects, which 
are almost always defects of manufacture rather than defects in the wood, a 
manufacturer uses elements that are thicker or of larger cross section than those 
specified, and this increases his production costs. With a proper design tor a packing 
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ase, materials of good quality, and an effective system of inspection, the volume of 
wood needed to make a packing case of a specified strength can be greatly reduced. 
A saving of approximately 30% on raw materials can often be obtained, and such 
savings will soon make up for the cost of establishing the system of inspection. 

For a checking system to be effective-that is, a system that brings about an 
improvement in quality without an increase in the manufacturing cost, substantial 
savings in raw materials and increased productivity-a number of conditions must be 
met. Workers must understand what they are supposed to do and why. They should 
be paid well only if they work well, and they should know what items to check and 
that their work will be checked later. Machines should be capable of producing 
specified work within required tolerances, for workers cannot be expected to do 
something that their machine» do not permit them to do. The tolerances established 
should be known to all concerned. AU the necessary checking equipment should be 
available, such as micrometers, sliding calipers, measuring rods and thickness gauges. 
(For example, thicknesses should be checked with a micrometer or a sliding caliper 
rather than with an ordinary rule.) The factory should be suitably organized to 
permit methodical checking of work, and the management should adopt a positive 
approach to inspection. The foremen should also understand the importance and 
value of thorough checking. 



Chapter 3 

MANUFACTURING 

Technical processes and choice of machinery 

Many technical processes are employed to manufacture the numerous types of 
wooden packing cases now in use. This study concentrates on the manufacturing 
processes for nailed cases and pallets, light oblong packing cases, and wirebound 
cases. A flow sheet has been made for each process indicating the progressive steps 
involved from the stage of sawing logs in the timber yard to placing the finished 
product in storage. These processes can be carried out either as a complete chain 
(vertical integration) or link by link (horizontal integration). Depending on certain 
economic criteria, the manufacturing process can be divided into different sectors, 
which may or may not be located in the same place and may or may not be 
integrated into a larger timber complex. 

It should be noted that all the figures given in this chapter are simply orders of 
magnitude designed to facilitate comparison and cannot K used as the basis for 
studies of particular cases. The figures on investments cover only the main 
manufacturing machinery and do not include costs for buildings and auxiliary or 
secondary equipment. Figures on the number of workers are based on the 
assumption that a factory is well organized and its personnel competent. 

Nailed sawnwood cases and pallets 

As the manufacturing process for nailed sawnwood cases is very similar to that 
used to produce pallets, the general process that produces both is discussed below. 
This will make it easier to define the general problems that will later be used in the 
study of economies of scale. 

A considerable part of the procedure shown in figure 32 is very similar to that 
followed in a conventional sawmill, both in respect of the quantities of sawnwood 
produced and the methods used to produce it. 

¡Mgs at the sawmill-bucking 

Logs are generally brought to the sawmill by special trucks equipped with 
devices for loading and unloading the logs. Bucking is carried out either with mobile 
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Figure 32.    Manufacturing process for nailed cases and pallets 

equipment (chain saws operated by one or two men, depending on the diameter of 
the lop) or fixed equipment (logs transported by chain conveyors and cut up either 
by chain saws or large-diameter circular saws). 

Depending on the amount of timber to be processed each day, logs are handled 
by one of the following means: manual rolling by peaveys, transporting by bogeys on 
rails, transporting by lift trucks, transporting by chain conveyors, or transporting by 
a travelling gantry crane. 

Sawing 

A log band saw is indispensable as head saw, f J, a saw with a hand-fed carriage 
(push bench) would not be capable of performing all the required operations and 
sawing logs of large diameter. For a small turnover, a conventional log band saw is 
sufficient. A modern log band saw with a remote control automatic turnover 
carriage, centralized dogging and taper setting, automatic division and rapid feed 
should be able to cut approximately 40 m3 of logs per day in parallel (through and 
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through) sawing, and 20-30 m3 of logs with one or more turnover operations per 
log. This latter method is preferable to the parallel sawing method, as the wood 
produced requires less handling on the machines that process it subsequently. 

Primary sawing can be done in three ways: 

(a) Parallel sawing. Each log, after being dogged on the carriage, is sawn entirely 
by successive parallel cuts; the boards thus obtained are later finished either 
on the head saw itself or, more usually, on resaws. 

(b) Sawing with one turn. The log is dogged on the carriage and a few parallel 
cuts are made until a sufficiently wide base is formed. The log is then turned 
so that it rests on the base formed and is sawn with parallel cuts. The boards 
thus obtained have one sawn edge, which facilitates subsequent resawing 
operations. 

(c) Sawing with three turns. The process begins in thé same way as in the 
preceding method, but after the first tum a second base is formed by 
parallel sawing, the log is turned a second time, and a cant with three sawn 
faces is obtained by parallel sawing. This cant is then sawn up by parallel 
sawing and a third turning operation into boards that are sawn on all four 
surfaces. Boards and other sections of the desired final width and thickness 
are thus obtained on the head saw from a considerable proportion of the 
log. 

The speed of execution of these three methods depends on the loading and 
turning mechanism with which the machine is equipped. Depending on the turning 
operations and the type of machine employed, maximum production may vary as 
shown in table 2. 

TABLE 2.    METHODS OF PRIMARY SAWING 
(m3of logs per day) 

Log band saw 

Sawing method Non-mechanized Mechanized 

Parallel sawing 20 45 
1 tum 15 35 
3 turns 10 25 

The decision as to which of the above methods to adopt depends on the volume 
of logs to be sawn. 

Resawing 

For resawing, several machines are needed: 

(a) A resaw on which the cants and deals are sawn. The planks obtained from 
sawing the cants will be subjected to further edging, whereas the planks 
obtained from the deals already have their final width and thickness. 
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Battens can also be sawn on the resaw. This operation calls for either an 
assistant to the sawyer or a saw equipped with an automatic returning 
mechanism, since it is essential to provide for the returning at the front of 
the saw of one of the parts of the piece being sawn. Such machines can be 
kept in operation between 30 and 957r of the time, depending on the exi. nt 
to which a mill is mechanized. 

(hi A gang saw or multi-blade vertical frame saw. If a mill processes more than 
30 m3 of logs daily, producing wood of standard dimensions, particularly 
for pallets, it is economically justifiable to use a gang saw after the head 
saw. The gang saw cuts up deals into specified widths, thus producing 
finished boards in a single operation. A gang saw can be kept in operation 
approximately 95% of the time. 

(c) An edging saw with one, two or more blades to handle relatively thin deals. 
The type of edging saw to be chosen will depend on the volume of wood to 
be sawn. 

The mechanization of sawmills reduces considerably the amount of labour 
required, but it requires a large investment. Table 3 provides an approximation of the 
saving of labour that may be expected Ivom twhanization. 

TABLE 3.   SAVING OF LABOUR RESULTING FROM MECHANIZATION 

ber sawn 
day) 

Labour time per m3 of wood sawn 

Amount of tim 
(m3 of logs per 

Conventional 
sawmill 

Mechanized 
sawmill Time saved 

15 4 h 50 min 3 h 45 min 1 h 05 min 
20 4 h 25 min 3 h 12 min 1 h 13 min 
25 3 h 50 min 2 h 35 min 1 h 15 min 
30 3 h 30 min 2 h 10 min 1 h 20 min 
40 3 h 00 min 1 h 48 min 1 h 12 min 
50 2 h 50 min 1 h 30 min 1 h 20 min 

Before a decision is made to mechanize a sawmill, many factors must be 
evaluated to determine whether the saving on wages resulting from mechanization 
will be sufficient to amortize the expenditure for machinery. Mechanization should 
not be envisaged unless it definitely makes operations more profitable. 

Storing wood in the yard 

Wood used for packing cases and pallets must be dried before it is used, as it 
should have a low relative humidity, generally about 15-20%, or up to 30% for the 
spacers of pallets. Air drying is normally carried out rather than artificial drying in a 
kiln since it is not likely that the investment needed for kiln drying could be 
justified in view of the fairly high relative humidity level that must be obtained 
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When the manufacture of packing cases is carried out entirely in one factory the 
wood is dried after it has been sawn into pieces of specified thicknesses and widths 
particularly it the sawmill is mechanized. The wood to be dried is therefore relatively 
thin, and drying is rapid. When the wood is sawn at a place other than the factory 
where the cases are manufactured, it is better to saw the wood into several standard 
thicknesses, dry the wood thus sawn, then ship it to the factory that will carry out 
the necessary resawing and manufacture the cases. 

Machining of packing case elements 

Certain machining operations are necessary for producing the components for 
packing cases, ñaning is needed only rarely in case-making; and if it is required in 
order to improve the appearance of the case, a simple, conventional planing machine 
may be used. 

Crosscutting the wood into the desired lengths is usually carried out with 
pendulum-type crosscutting saws with a single circular saw blade or for 
mass-produced products where a large quantity of pieces of the same length is 
required, with saws with two or more blades. The profitability of the crosscutting 
operation depends more on the proper organization of the workplace than on the 
type of machine used. 

Shaping processes are used to make the handles of cases or for rounding or 
bevelling the edges of components. Such work is done with routing machines 
operating with templates or spindle moulding machines working against a stop. 
Generally, tlus work is done in small series and requires only very simple machinery. 
For the large-scale production of pallets, however, it may be economic to make the 
chamfers with an automatic, continuous chamfering machine. Such a machine can 
chamfer 10,000 boards per day, a sufficient number for the daily production of 
2,000 3,000 pallets. 

Drilling may be required to permit the nailing of very hard wood, or for bolting 
parts together. This operation is usually carried out in small series and requires only a 
very simple machine such as a portable electric drill. 

Trimming consists of making box panels of specified width from elements of 
varying widths. Such work is done on an ordinary circular saw with a moving table 
and requires no specialized or automatic machinery. 

Panel-making and assembly of cases and pallets 

Cases and pallets are assembled by nailing or sometimes by stapling. The major 
methods of assembly in increasing order of potential production capacity are 
described below. 

Nailing by hand should not be ruled out automatically, since it requires no 
machinery and provides great flexibility in manufacturing. Portable pneumatic 
stapling machines are used for assembling thin elements. Such machines are loaded 
with strips of 100-200 staples, usually of 55 mm leg length, but they will drive 
staples of a maximum leg length of 63 mm if necessary. These machines cost 
approximately $200 each and require a supply of compressed air, but compared with 
the production rate of hand nailing, twice the amount of work can be accomplished. 

Magazine-type portable pneumatic nailing machines also enable assemblers to 
work at twice the rate of those nailing by hand. The nails used are generally the 
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special "T" type, which are delivered in strips and placed in a magazine just like 
staples. The maximum length of the nails used is usually 60 mm, but certain models 
can drive in nails up to 90 mm long. These machines cost approximately $200-$3OO. 

Hopper-type portable pneumatic nailing machines can drive in ordinary or 
spiral-grooved nails up to 110 mm long. Nails are driven in at the rate of 100 per 
minute; since they are loaded loose into a hopper, the machines do not require 
frequent reloading. Tl¿is type of pneumatic nailing machine costs between $400 and 
S 1,500. 

Stationary nailing machines can drive in up to 24 nails at a time, depending upon 
the number of nailing heads with which the machine is provided. They can drive in 
up to 100 sets of nails per minute. It should be borne in mind that these machines 
always drive in the nails in the same pattern; to change the pattern, the machine must 
be reset. The use of these machines can be envisaged only for quite large production 
runs. Their price varies from $4,000-$20,000. 

Stationary nailing machines capable of producing various nailing patterns are 
identical with the foregoing machines, but operate with an electric selector board 
using cards that permit selection of the particular nailing heads needed to form a 
pattern. With these machines it is possible to vary the nailing pattern automatically 
for as many as 12 different cycles and to change the article being manufactured, 
within certain limits, without resetting the machine. The cost of the selector board is 
approximately $ 1,000- $ 2,000. 

Automatic nailing lines are composed of a number of the nailing machines 
described above plus more or less automatic feeding and handling systems. Such 
production lines require a large investment and are justified only for very large 
outputs. An automatic production line makes it possible to manufacture 1,500 
pallets per eight-hour day. but it costs about $100.000. 

The production process and the machinery to be used will thus be chosen from 
the above on the basis of the size of output envisaged, the degree of standardization 
necessary, the amount of investment required and the cost of labour. 

Light oblong packing cases 

The manufacturing process for light oblong packing cases is a little moie 
complicated than that for nailed wooden cases. A flow sheet of the process te shown 
in figure 33. 

Logs at sammll and bucking of logs 

The problems and their solutions are the same for light oblong cases as for 
sawnwood cases. 

Barking 

Barking is necessary before peeling to avoid excessive wear of tools, and sbove 
all to avoid breakages that may be caused by stones embedded in the bark as s result 
of logging operations. Some types of wood with a very thin bark and delivered fai a 
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Figure SS.    Manufacturing process for light packing emu 

clean condition, however, en be peeled without balking. The method of barking will 
depend on the quantity of lop to be peeled. For up to 10 m3 per day, barking can 
be done with an axe or with special l^nd tools called bark strippers. For 5-25 ms 

per day, portable barking machines with travelling, percussive or vibrating blades 
should be used. For 10-50 m* per day, it is practicable to use bark-stripping 
rnachincî ri**? an undershing bark-stripping shaft and manual adjustment of the log 
position, operating discontinuously. For over 50ma per day a continuously 
operating automatic bark-stripping machine with a cutting head or rotating ring 
should be used. With this type of machine, barking is often done before the lop are 
bucked. The type of barking machine chosen will depend also on the length and 
diameter of the lop that the machine can take. 

Peeling ami clipping 

Peeling and clipping are frequently combined. Peeling consists of transforming a 
log into a continuous sheet of veneer; the log is peeled tangentially to the growth 
rings by a knife mounted parallel to the axis of the log, which ii fixed between 
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centres and then rotated. Many species of wood can be peeled without any special 
preparation, but others, especially hard woods, must first be steamed or immersed in 
hoi water. 

I he thickness of the veneer obtained is determined by the amount that the knife 
moves forward for each revolution of the log. The width of the veneer is determined 
on the peeling lathe by setting knives or blades that cut crosswise into the wood to a 
depth slightly greater than the thickness of the pceied veneer. 

These knives separate the sheet of veneer, and the distance between them 
therefore determines the width of the band and hence the length of the peeled 
elements. At least two knives are set to trim the edges of the billets, as it is not 
possible to achieve sufficient accuracy when the logs are crosscut. Between these two 
edge knives, other knives can be installed so as to give two. three, four or five bands 
of veneer. For reasons connected with keeping the veneer-peeling lathe clear, it is 
preferable to restrict the number of bands to three. 

The veneer-peeling lathes used are based on the same principle as those used for 
the manufacture of plywood, but they are of completely different dimensions. As 
the dimensions of light packing cases are almost always less than 60 cm, it is not 
necessary, as it is in plywood manufacture, to use peeling lathes with a working 
width of 4 m or more, which require logs of large diameter and leave very targe cores. 
The peeling lathes used for making veneer for light packing cases have a maximum 
working width of 1.40 m. In practice, there are two categories of peeling lathes that 
produce veneer for packing cases: 

(a) Large peeling lathes with a working width of 1.20 m 1.40 m, which can 
take wood 0.80 m or even sometimes 1.00 m in diameter and can process 
15 30 m3 per day with a yield of approximately 60%. The cores have a 
diameter of 14 cm. The cost of such a machine varies between $15,000 and 
S24.000. 

(b) Small peeling lathes with a working width of 0.60 m 0.80 m that can take 
wood 0.50 m in diameter and process 7 15 m3 of logs per day with a yield 
of approximately 707. The cores have a diameter of 8 cm. The cost of such 
machines varies between S10,000 and $ 15,000. 

To alter the thickness of the veneer produced, certain gears must be changed in 
the driving mechanism of the carriage and the knife and the pressure bar must be 
adjusted. On some up-to-date veneer-peeling lathes these changes can be made 
automatically by simply setting a lever at the desired thickness. 

Clipping consists of obtaining strips of a given width from peeled veneers of a 
specified thickness and length. Clipping can be carried out by means of: 

(i) Knife clippers with intermittent vertical movement. The veneer sheets are 
seized by hand as they come from the peeling lathe and laid in layers on a 
table equipped with an intermittent drive system. The layers of veneer are 
gripped between two devices that move the set of sheets forward a distance 
equal to the desired width of the strip while the knife is rising and then hold 
the set of sheets still while the knife is descending and cutting. This type of 
clipper requires labour for transferring the veneer sheets from the 
veneer-peeling lathe to the clipper, but it does ensure a certain degree of 
synchronization. Such cutting is not highly precise but the width of the 
strips can be changed very quickly. 
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(b) Clippers with rotating knives. Two knives turn on an axis and pass in front 
of a stop-controlled opening. The veneer is moved into the opening by a 
drive system, and at each revolution of the knife a piece is cut from "the 
sheet of veneer. The width of the strip is determined by the ratio beiween 
the speed of rotation of the knives and the speed of advance of the veneer. 
This type of clipper is much more accurate than the type described above! 
but it does not permit synchronization between peeling and clipping. 

(c) Rotating clippers on the •'back-roll". The special feature of this method is 
that the clipping operation is done on the peeling lathe before the peeling 
proper is effected. 

A roller with longitudinal knives is installed on the peeling lathe and pressed 
either mechanically or hydraulically against the billet along a Une 
diametrically opposite to the Une of the peeling knife. The roller is rotated 
by friction with the billet. When one of its knives passes over the billet it 
cuts a slit which, when the veneer is peeled off, in effect turns the 
continuous sheet of veneer into a succession of strips. This method has the 
advantage that it eliminates the need to handle the sheets of veneer between 
the peeling and clipping operations and produces widths of accurate 
dimensions. However, it calls for great precision in the manufacture of the 
rollers, and a different roller is required for each thickness and each width 
of veneer manufact-ied. As the width o' the strip is determined by the 
spacing of the knives ¿round the circumference of the roller, the knives 
must project by an amount exactly equal to the thickness of the veneer 
being peeled. If the knife does not project far enough, the cut will not 
penetrate the thickness of the veneer, and the strips will not separate from 
each other after peeling; but if the knife projects too far, it will cut into the 
wood that is to be peeled off on the next rotation of the billet and will thus 
weaken it. A different roller is therefore needed for each thickness of veneer 
and for each width. As a roller costs approximately $500 and has to be 
changed every time the dimensions of the strips to be produced are changed, 
it is necessary to achieve a good degree of standardization of the sizes in 
order to keep down the number of rollers required and avoid changes of 
dimensions. 

The "back-roll" method, although operating simply by pressure, requires 
very powerful machinery-it requires about 75% of the power needed for 
the peeling process itself. This power varies as a function of the thickness of 
the veneer being peeled, the hardness of the wood, and the specified width 
of the strips. The use of the back-roll method is therefore limited by these 
three parameters. 

The cores are either sawn into sections, especially comer strips, or are sold 
for the manufacture of paper or particle board. 

Veneers to be used for light packing cases need not be made from billets of larçe 
diameter. Veneer peeling lathes with a working width of 1.20- 1.40 m can peel wood 
with a diameter as small as 30 cm, while lathes with a working width of 0.60-0.80 m 
can peel wood of a diameter as small as 20 cm. 
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Sawing 

There are very tew light packing cases that are not made with some elements of 
sawnwood, as almost all light cases have corner strips, and some have laths especially 
the top laths of the sides made «if sawnwood. Moreover, certain billets that cannot 
be peeled because of their quality or dimensions are sawn. Sawing wood for light 
packing cases should be limited as far as possible to essential elements and only wood 
of small or medium diameter should be sawn. Two types of saws can be used for 
sawing billets: a log band saw equipped with a light carriage; or an automatic or 
non-automatic saw with a hand-fed carriage. 

A log band saw is used when more than 10 m3 of logs per day are sawn; when the 
billets are large; and when, in addition to supplying sawnwood for light packing 
cases, sawing operations are required to provide wood for other purposes. The saw 
with a hand-fed carriage is used when conditions are the reverse and requires a much 
smaller investment than a log band saw. The billets are sawn without being dogged, 
the to-and-fro movement of the carnage requires less power, the selection of 
thicknesses is rapid, and the turning by hand is easier. Furthermore, these machines 
can be equipped with various feed devices that facilitate the rapid recovery of all 
products. 

In both instances the method of sawing is the same: sawing with one turn to 
produce boards 25 30 mm thick and planks 60- 120 mm thick. The boards are used 
for manufacturing strips or laths for slicing. To make strips, the boards are cut into 
square sections on a multi-blade resaw. These square sections are then resawn on 
special machines that can produce about 4,000-5,000 strips per hour. It is even 
advantageous to use such a machine for considerably smaller quantities that require 
the machine to operate for only a few hours a day. 

For making laths, the boards are cut to the required length and then sawn by 
band saws, which may be: smooth-table saws; saws equipped with a very small 
hand-fed carriage that can produce 1.000 laths per hour; saws equipped with an 
automated carriage that has a reciprocal motion on which the W(x>d is dogged and 
which can produce some 2,000 laths per hour; and horizontal saws that are fed wood 
from a turntable and that can produce 3,000  5,000 laths per hour. 

The 60 120 mm thick planks are cut to the required length, then cut into 
shooks on one of the machines used for the laths. To produce larger quantities of 
shooks, it is possible to use a machine with multiple biconical circular saw blades 
mounted on upper and lower shafts and capable of producing 10,000 15 000 shooks 
per hour. 

Slicing 

In packaging terminology, slicing is defined as cutting a piece of sawnwood by 
means of a knife operating like a plane knife parallel to the axis of the wood Boards 
with one sawn edge are sawn to the specified length and placed on a slicing machine 
of one or two types: 

(a) A vertical slicing machine on which the knife reciprocates vertically but cuts 
only on the Jownstroke. The wood is kept in place by vertical clamps and is 
advanced each time the knife rises. The cutting width of such a machine is 
from 0.60-0.80 m and its output is approximately 0.5 m3 of finished 
product per hour. The machine costs approximately $2,000 $4,000. 
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in (b) A rotary slicer, which consists of a large-diameter flywheel (35m 
diameter) in which there are openings in whkh knives are placed. The 
thickness of the product depends on the distane: between the flat face of 
flywheel and the amount that the knife projects. The wood is pressed 
against the face of the flywheel, which, when it lurns. causes the knife to 
pass over the wood and thus slices off thin pieces. Production is between 
7,000 and 12.000 pieces of sliced wood per hou; (i.e. about 2 3 m3 of 
rmiihnd prnriiiül); a rotary slicer costs approximately $20,000 $30,000. 

Panel-making 

Panels are made from elements obtained by one of the three methods described 
above. These elements are laid out in jigs and fastened together by stapling. 
Stationary machines that use reels of wire and not pre-formed staples are always used 
for this operation. For a very long time rotating coils of wire weighing 7 10 kg were 
used, but these have been replaced by stationary reels carrying 100 500 kg of wire. 
Considerable time is saved by using stationary coils, as stopping for reloading is less 
frequent. 

Several systems can be used for making panels. Small-series production can be 
carried out with a single-head, table stapling machine, whkh inserts only one staple 
at a time and requires only one or two jigs. The operator (or an assistant) places the 
panel elements in the jigs, then inserts the staples one by one. As it is not possible to 
provide any guides, the work must be carried out by visual judgement and requires 
great dexterity; and the quality of the output is not the best. The daily output is low, 
but the investment required is only about $ 1,200. 

The manufacture of larger series of panels can be accomplished with a 
multiple-head, table stapling machine. This type of machine has several working 
heads and thus inserts several staples at once. The work is carried out in ihe same 
way as with the single-head machine, but a side guide is used to position the staples 
accurately in one of the two directions while visual judgement is used for the other 
direction. This machine has the same disadvantages as the preceding type, but is 
capable of greater output and requires an investment of approximately $ 1,500. 

Panels for light packing cases should normally be manufactured on multiple-head 
stapling machines equipped with automatic feeding and positioning of the jigs under 
the stapling heads. Such machóles are equipped with a long table along which the jigs 
paw. Workers place the laths in the jigs as they pass, and the stapling is carried out 
automatically. These machines can be used to make all types of panels, or they can 
be specialized to make only one product such as the ends of packing cases. 
Depending on the nature and magnitude of the output required, one of the systems 
described below should be adopted. 

fa) Sktltiple-head stapling machines with intermittent advance 

In these machines the jigs are fed to the table by the rotary motion of endless 
belts. Whfle the stapling heads move up and down continuously, the jigs are brought 
under the heads by pushers which engage with serrations on each side of the jigs. 
While stapling takes place, the jigs are held stationary by a braking system. The jigs 
are returned under the machine by endless belts. The intermittent passage of the jigs 
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under the heads limits the production rate to about 100 strokes per minute. Such 
machines are capable of producing between 6.000 and 10.000 panels with four rows 
of staples per day and cost approximately S3.000 $4.000. It is very easy to change 
over from one type of product to another, however, since all that is needed is to 
remove one set of jigs and replace them with another set, as well as possibly adjusting 
the spacing of the heads. 

(b) Multiple-head stapling machines with continuous advance of the figs and a 
constant pitch 

i he jigs of this machine are fastened to a continuously moving endless chain and 
pass in front of the workers and under the stapling heads at a constant speed. The 
stapling heads move in a vertical direction in the stapling operation and in a 
horizontal direction to follow the movement of the jigs during stapling. The result of 
these two movements is a continuous circular or elliptical movement. The stapling is 
therefore always carried out at a constant pitch, that is, the spaces between two 
successive rows of staples are always identical at a given setting. The pitch may vary 
from one product to another, but it is constant for a given product. The length of the 
chain is determined by the ratio between the pitch required and the dimensions of 
the panels; the chain will therefore be of a different length for each product. The 
continuous movement of the stapling heads and the chain permit very high operating 
speeds up to 500 strokes per minute, but in practice the rate of stapling is limited by 
the capacity of the workers to feed the machine with panel components, wliich is 
generally between 130 and 200 strokes per minute. 

Such machines have a daily output of 10,000-20,000 panels with four rows of 
staples and cost approximately $5,000-$6,000. Any change in the product being 
manufactured, however, necessitates the complete replacement of the chain and the 
jigs, which takes several hours. 

(c) Multiple-head stapling, machines with continuous advance of the work pieces 
and variable pitch 

The jigs for this machine are attached to an endless chain driven at a constant 
speed. The stapling heads go through the same movements as on the preceding type 
of machine, but are actuated by an automatic mechanism in accordance with a 
predetermined programme. This control mechanism may be mechanical or may 
consist of a system of photoelectric cells, which is more flexible. These machines give 
the same output as those of the preceding type and require approximately the same 
investment. Their chains can be set at a constant length, however, and if the product 
is changed, all that is necessary is to remove the jigs and replace them with other jigs. 
Perhaps the most important feature of these machines is that the stapling pattern can 
be adapted to the design of the panel to be manufactured, and thus t is not 
necessary to design the panels in the light of a constant stapling pitch. 

Framing 

homing consists of assembling the side to be completed and end panels. This 
operation is the weak point in the manufacture of light packing cases, as no really 
practical automatic machine has yet been placed on the market to perform it. The 
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framing operation is carried out by single-head staplers operating staple bv staple 
The operator places two panels in position under the stapling head and inserts each 
of the staples individually by depressing the pedal of the machine, after which he 
turns around the half-frame thus obtained, places a third panel in position staples it 
and so forth. As the positioning of the panels relative to each other and the 
positioning of the staples is determined visually, it is not ve»y accurate The speed of 
operation depends on the dexterity of the operator, who acquires sach dexterity 
only through long practice. The rate of operation varies considerably depending on 
the worker and the type of packing case being pioduced, for example, from 150 
units per hour for vegetable crates to 350 units per hour for tvays. The investment 
required for the framing operation is approximately $ 1,200. 

Assembly of bottoms 

Assembly consists of stapling the bottoms of Ught packing cases to previously 
manufactured frames. As this operation is usually earned out on a single-head 
stapling machine inserting only one staple at a time, the sam¿ problems arise as in the 
framing operation. As the operating speeds in framing and assembly are the same the 
machines for them usually work as a team. Assembly of bottoms, however has been 
mechanized, and a production rate of 2,000 cases per hour can be achieved with an 
automatic machine, which costs approximately $25,000. 

Wirebound cases 

Wirebound cases are manufactured by the process shown in figure 34. 

Wood requirements 

The problems of barking, bucking, peeling and sawing are exactly the same for 
wirebound cases as they are for light packing cases. Because the output of a single 
manufacturing une of wirebound packing cases is usually large, barking is generally 
carried out before bucking. The use of the back-roll process of cupping is particularly 
advantageous for wirebound cases. Rectangular cleats rather than triangular comer 
strips are used. The square stock is crosscut after drying into cleats, then mitre cut on 
a machine with two circular sawblades inclined at 45°. 

frying 

unlike light oblong packing cases, whose elements do not need to be dried 
during manufacture, the elements for wirebound cases must be dried. All attempts to 
make wirebound cases with green wood have been unsuccessful, especially because of 
the considerable risk of attack by destructive fungi when wirebound cases made from 
green wood are stored flat. 
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Figure 34.    Manufacturing process for wirebound cases 

The peeled elements, either in their final dimensioni or in dimensions that are 
multiples of the final Amendons, are dried in roller dryers. Such dryers, which can 
operate 24 hours a day, cost approximately $30,000 each. The square stock for the 
cleats is either air-dried or dried in progressive or compartment kilns. 

Manufacture 

The "sheets", which consist of sides, top and bottom panels connected 
together by wires, are made on two successive, synchronized machines. The 
first machine is a multiple-head, variable-pitch stapling machine that operates with 
continuous advance of the wooden elements. The cleats and shooks are placed in the 
jigs either by hand oi automatically from magazines. The reinforcing wires are fed 
continuously from reels holding 500-1,000 kg of wire. The wooden shooks and the 
wires pass together under stapling heads, which simultaneously staple the frame wires 
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and the shooks to the cleats; intermediate wires are stapled to the boards Successive 
cases are joined together by the reinforcing wires, with a section of wire left between 
each case just long enough to make the loops at the ends of the two cases The 
stapling machine is capable of inserting staples at predetermined positions, regardless 
of the pitch ot the successive movements and can operate at a speed of 500 strokes 
per minute. 

From the stapling machine the sheet passes into the second machine which 
operates intermittently. To synchronize the operation of the two machines,'one of 
which is continuous and the other intermittent, a device called a "monkey's tail" is 
installed between the two machines. When the space containing only the wires for 
the loops arrives in the second machine, the sheet stops and is locked in position 
Here the wires are cut by shears, mandrels shape the loops and clinch the ends of the 
wires into the boards, and the sheet then moves forward. This machine has two sets 
of mandrels whose number corresponds to the number of wires. The two sets of 
mandrels are different from one row to the other because they must form different 
loops. 

The ends of the cases are manufactured on identical machines. The ends and the 
sheet can be manufactured in double or even triple widths by using boards that are 
twice or three times as îong as a case. Such sheets are then cut into two or three 
strips by longitudinal circular saws placed after the stapling machine. 

On leaving the second machine, the ends are placed by hand on the sheet and 
fixed down on one side only by bending over one of the end loops. The flat cases are 
then placed in bundles and are strapped together. 

When manufacturing a single-width sheet, a wirebound case machine can 
produce between 4,000 and 6,000 cases, such as citrus fruit cases, per day or twice 
l\n• When producmg a doubIe-width sheet. Such a machine costs approximately 

Efficient utilization of raw materials 

As indicated earlier in this study, it is possible to select from the available species 
of wood those that are most suitable for the use to which they will be put. Even in 
countries rich in timber resources, however, wood should be used efficiently, and the 
highest possible yield should be sought. 

While species of wood can be selected in the light of their inherent qualities, the 
fact remains that the trees in the forest are of various sizes and qualities. It is 
therefore usually necessary to take account of all the possible uses for a given tree 
and its various parts, such as the butt log, the upper logs, sawing billets and 
industrial-grade billets. High-quality wood and wood in large sizes and 
industrial-grade billets can be used more advantageously in industries other than the 
packaging industry. 

Proper utilization of raw materials entails sorting of logs before they are sent to 
the sawmill. Logs should be sorted carefully to remove those that are of superior 
grade or too large for packing-case wood as well as those that are of poor quality or 
too small in diameter. As the packaging industry requires logs only 0.20-0.80 m in 
diameter, of medium quality, and in fairly short lengths, it is wasteful to use wood 
5 m long to make pallet parts only 1.20 m long. 
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The utilization of the raw materials can be improved by recovering the 
maximum amount of sawmill waste (scabs, edgings and offcuts), but the point comes 
where the cost of the labour engaged in the recovery operations amounts to more 
than the value of the wood recovered. The utilization of raw materials can also be 
improved by more accurate sawing, for. as pointed out earlier, it is possible to save 
over I07r of the volume of wood by using accurate and well-maintained machines. 

Efficient utilization of raw materials depends on the cutting process used. The 
yields per cubic metre of log vary considerably depending on whether the wood is 
cut by sawing, slicing or peeling. Comparative studies indicate the importance of 
selecting the appropriate method of cutting. 

Table 4 gives comparative yield indices with sawing taken as index 100. The 
calculations take into account the usually slightly higher cost of wood used for 
peeling rather than for sawing, the yield of final product, the labour and the 
depreciation. 

TABLE 4.   COMPARATIVE YIELDS FOR VARIOUS METHODS OF CUTTING 

Method of 
cutting 

index of cost 
of 1 m* of logs 

Yield * 
m3 of final product 

m* of logs 
Index of cost of I m> 
of final product 

Sawing 100 42% 100 
Slicing 100 52% 68 
Peeling on 
1.20/1.40 m 
machine 133 60% 65 
Heeling on 
0.60/0.8O m 
machine 100 72% 55 

Although this comparison is valid only for cutting wood thinner than 6 mm or 
possibly 8 mm by sawing, slicing or peeling on 1.20/1.40 m machines, it shows, 
nevertheless, the advantages of slicing and peeling. In many instances it would be 
profitable to design packing cases that cannot be made of wood thinner than 6 mm. 

It should be noted that, according to the yields shown in the table above, to 
obtain 1 m of final product it is necessary to use 2.4 m3 of logs when the sawing 
process is used; 1.9 m3 of logs when they are to be sliced; l.é7 m3 of logs when the 
logs are peeled on a machine with a working width of 1.20-1.40 m; and 1.4 m3 of 
logs when the wood is peeled on a machine with a working width of 0.60-0.80 m. 

It is not possible, however, to make packing cases solely from peeled wood, and 
whatever the method of cutting, there will always be considerable waste. The yield of 
a mill that cuts wood only by sawing is approximately 40%, leaving as waste 60% of 
the total volume of logs processed. The yield of a light packing-case factory using a 
peeling lathe with a working width of 0.60-0.80 m is approximately 65%, leaving 
35'f waste.   A medium-sized factory cutting 20 m3  of logs per day produces 
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7 12m of waste, or 1,750 3,000 m3 of wood waste per year. For a larger factory 
using 100 m of logs per day, the volume of waste is 9,000 15,000 m3 per year 
which is almost equivalent to the output of a small particle board production line It 
should be noted, however, that not all wood waste can as yet be used to manufacture 
particle board. 

Vertical and horizontal integration 

The vertical or horizontal integration of production raises many problems that 
can be solved only after studies in great depth have been made that take account of 
numerous parameters, such as the quantity and quality of the wood available in a 
given area, the labour situation, the facilities for setting up a plant, the location and 
needs of customer», and the financial resources required. 

Vertical integration 

A vertically integrated enterprise manufacturing packing cases purchases the 
timber in the forest, conducts the manufacturing processes in one place and sells the 
finished cases. At first sight, vertical integration seems desirable, as it should make 
possible better organization of the enterprise, permit more opportunities for 
mechanization and eliminate the middleman. It does, however, imply the selection of 
a given location for the factory. 

To avoid transporting logs over long distances, a factory must be built close tu 
the place where the timber is felled. However, although the cost of transporting togs 
may be high, the cost of transporting empty finished cases, with the exception of 
wirebound cases, pallets and nesting cases, may be even higher because of the great 
volume of empty wooden packing cases. The factory must therefore be located in an 
area that uses cases. If these two conditions can be met, then vertical integration is 
feasible, if the contrary is the case, there are no grounds for considering such 
integration desirable; but if such integration is decided upon, then only a factory 
producing wirebound cases, pallets or nesting packing cases could be situated in a 
lumbering area, for a factory producing light oblong cases or other packing cases 
must be located near its customers. 

An effective solution for producing light oblong packing cases is to establish two 
separate manufacturing units. In the first unit, which should be located in the forest 
area, the logs are sawn and made into panels. As light packing cases are primarily 
designed for perishable agricultural products, they can be standardized quite easily. It 
is therefore possible to envisage quite large sawmills manufacturing panels (bottoms, 
sides and ends), which would be dried and then sent to the area of use, where they 
would be assembled in special factories whose size would depend on the amount of 
goods to be packed. Standardized, mass-produced nailed sawnwood cases could be 
manufactured in this way. For many types of nailed cases, however, which are 
manufactured in small or medium-sized series and used to transport industrial goods, 
the manufacture of the panels at a point distant from the place of assembly would 
involve great difficulties, in particular lengthy delays in supply. This type of packing 
case generally must be delivered promptly. There would also be a risk of error in the 
dimensions. It is therefore preferable to cut up the wood accurately into a number of 
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standard sizes in the forest area < provided that the quality of sawing is properly 
observed), dry the wood, and then manufacture the cases in workshops, substantially 
stocked with sawnwood and located in areas where the cases are used. 

This system reduces substantially the transport cost of the product from the 
forest to the area of consumption. It also pernuts separate sawing units and assembly 
units of different capacities to be established, whereas in a single factory it is 
necessary to establish shops of related capacities. Large mechanized sawmills or 
cttting shops can thus be created while assembly workshops can be of a capacity 
required by local needs. On the other hand, the disadvantages of the system are that 
it requires preliminary drying of wood for light packing cases as well as double 
storage of the wood for the cases and complicates commercial relationships. 

The integration of logging activities into a production line means that wood of 
many different qualities and dimensions is supplied, which results in poor utilization 
of raw materials. 

Horizontal integration 

Good utilization of the raw materials requires that each log or part of a log be 
assigned to the use for which it is best suited. The packaging industry, for example, 
requires logs of only medium diameter and medium qualities. The allocation of logs 
can be carried out at the logging depot, but the allocation of the various parts of 
individual logs can be carried out only at the sawmill in accordance with actual 
needs. 

Many tropical forests contain many different species, which should be allocated 
for use in the light of their particular properties. Sorting, therefore, should be carried 
out at some point to ensure the best possible utilization of the wood. Logs intended 
for peeling, for example, should be allocated, depending on their quality and 
diameter, either for the manufacture of plywood or for the manufacture of packing 
cases. Frequently, the sorting of logs for sawnwood can be carried out only after the 
first sawing, so that it is necessary to set up a sawmill that can supply various 
industries, such as the furniture industry, joinery and the packaging industry. 

The packaging industry, like most wood-processing industries, produces large 
quantities of wood waste. Some types of this waste can be used for the manufacture 
of particle board, others for fibreboard, and others for making paper; other types of 
waste are not suitable for any industrial purpose at the present level of technology. 
To recover wood waste, a certain amount of sorting is necessary, and frequently 
small units find that such work is difficult and of doubtful profitability. 

The cost of transporting wood waste over long distances usually makes the 
recovery of such material uneconomic. Frequently, wood waste must be delivered in 
a form, such as chips or flakes, specified by the user and must, therefore, be 
processed before delivery. The installation and operation of chippers is feasible only 
when the amount of waste produced attains a certain level. Countries rich in timber 
resources are usually not interested in the recovery of wood waste nor to obtain 
better yields. It should be remembered, however, that the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) has pointed out that the medium-term prospects for the world 
supply of wood are not particularly favourable. Even in timber-rich countries in 
tropical regions there is, on the one hand, underutüization of forests through failure 
to exploit a considerable part of them, while, on the other hand, there is over-cutting 
and exhaustion of some forests that are being exploited. Plans should be made for 
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recovering the wood waste produced by certain timber industries for use as raw 
material by other industries. 

To secure better utilization of raw materials and to establish units of the optimal 
technological level, it is desirable to envisage the horizontal integration of 
complementary industries plus a system of vertical integration. This svstem of double 
integration may take the form of combines, which may, however, be cumbersome to 
manage and may be too large for developing countries, or it may take the more 
flexible form of the establishment of complementary enterprises in a limited area 

J**! j"***"*'0" of a P**«*»"! factory into a combine raises difficulties because 
of the difference in size of such a factory compared with, for example, a fibreboard 
or particle board factory. Moreover, the lev eh of investment required and the 
t!ÍnÍCí md comimrciìì Pro**'»» encountered by these industries are of a different 
order of magnitude. While it is desirable to assemble complementary activities it is 
not desirable that one should be considered a subactivity producing a subproduct 
considered a "poor relation" for which no technical or commercial research effort is 
expended and no improvement of productivity or equipment is envisaged. 

Economie« of vale 

Economies of Kale can be financial, commercial or technical. 
From the point of view of finance and management, it seems that a 

concentration of capital and possibly centres of general decision making are needed 
in the world of today. Centralization of secondary decision making at the level of the 
centres themselves, however, should be avoided. Certain decisions, such as those 
concerning standardization or forestry policy, can be taken only at a very high level. 

From the commercial point of view, the size of a production unit is based on the 
quantity of the product consumed locally and on the possibilities of delivery to 
markets within a given area. The link between the production capacity and the 
capacity of the market to absorb wooden packing cases raises on the one hand the 
question of which type of case to produce (light cases, wirebound cases, board 
boxes), and on the other hand the question of vertical integration. 

Research must be carried out even for a sector like that of the wooden packaging 
industry; the research must cover, inter alia, models and designs of cases to be 
manufactured, machinery required, organization of the workplaces, general 
organization of the enterprises and handling and over-all productivity. Through 
astute management, a small firm can increase its productivity, but the saving it would 
derive from devoting even a sizable part of its budget to research would be negligible 
compared with the cost involved. It is essential, therefore, that small and 
medium-sized enterprises in any given sector combine their research efforts for 
mutual benefit. 

From the technical point of view, it is hard to speak of economies of scale 
except in respect of the manufacture of wirebound cases. In the manufacture of 
wooden cases factors vary, and a very small artisan-type enterprise can grow 
imperceptibly into a large enterprise. 

To manufacture corrugated board, a corrugating machine is required that costs 
approximately $1 million and has a production capacity of 2,500 tons per month; 
for larger production, a second machine is needed. The investment  for the 
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production of wooden packing cases is far less. An assembly workshop for light 
packing cases can be set up with only two single-head stapling machines for the 
frames and bottoms and involves an investment of only about $2,500. For example, 
one set of machines has a production capacity of 2,000 apple boxes per day; two sets 
4,000; and so on. The same applies to investments for the production of panels. It is 
possible to produce 6,000 panels per day with one multiple-head, intermittent- 
advance stapling machine costing $3,000; 12,000 panels with two such machines; 
24.000 panels with three machines ($9,000); and 40.000 50,000 with three 
continuous-advance machines ($20,000). The production of cases and pallets can also 
be increased by small gradual steps. Thus, by increasing the number of machines, 
production can be increased in a manner that can be considered almost continuous. 

In reality, the optimum production level for a production unit is determined by 
the balance that can be achieved between the subdivisions of the unit, such as 
cutting, panel-making and assembly. Frequently, it is only one machine that creates a 
bottleneck, and often that machine is the one that has cost the most, such as the 
peeling lathe in the manufacture of light packing cases or the log band saw in the 
manufacture of other cases. Balance between the subdivisions of a production unit 
can sometimes be achieved by procuring elements from the outside, such as square 
stock for cleats or shooks for light packing cases. Sometimes an increase in the 
operation of one subdivision over the others can also prevent a production delay. To 
prevent a bottleneck in peeling, for example, it may be preferable to operate the 
peeling shop for ten hours a day instead of eight than to purchase an additional 
peeling lathe. 

Frequently, at certain levels of production a decision must be made whether to 
increase the number of machines in operation or to choose more highly automated 
machines. The same applies to the decision whether to mechanize a factory. For 
example, it must be decided whether it is better at a particular level of production to 
have two log band saws or a single saw with mechanized handling facilities; whether 
to increase the number of nailing machines needed to manufacture pallets or to 
adopt an automatic production line; or whether, in the manufacture of light packing 
cases, to have 8 assembly units capable of producing 16,000 apple boxes per day, 
involving an investment of $20,000 and requiring 16 workers directly concerned with 
the assembly, or 8 stapling machines for the frames and an automatic machine for 
making bottoms that would require an investment of $30,000 for the same 
production capacity but would require only 9 workers. 

The last example shows that the level of production of a unit, from a technical 
point of view, depends on the profitability of the investment in machinery and 
mechanization compared with the cost of labour. It may be that the purchase of an 
automatic machine for making bottoms would prove to be less advantageous than the 
continued use of sets of individual stapling machines. In this event, to reduce the cost 
of transporting empty assembled packing cases, several workshops could be so 
located that each unit would serve an area with a radius of perhaps 15 km rather than 
establishing a single unit that would be obliged to serve an area with a radius of 
50 km. 

In general, increasing the scale of a unit leads to an increase in the absolute value 
ot the investment required, a slight reduction in the relative cost per unit produced, 
and a substantial reduction in the relative labour costs. There are, however, certain 
optimum levels of economies of scale. This study will attempt to identify them for 
only the following, pallets, light packing cases (taking apple boxes of 15 kg capacity 
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as the standard product) and wirebound cases (taking citrus fruit cases of ^0 kg 
capacity as the standard product). For each product the production unit in question 
Z  i    f^Tr t0ubí an iTte8rated unit coverin8 the entire production process from 
the log to the finished product. m 

Pullets 

The optimum level of production of pallets depends essentially on the type of 
head machine used, i.e. the log band saw. As this machine determines the volume of 

mL-~  ri" ^,.SaWn' the °theI machineS must * adaPted t0 the output of this machine. The following types of head machine can be used: a light log band saw 
capable of sawing 10 m3 of logs per day; a modern log band saw capable of sawing 

"Li °V08S.per,dayia modern lo* band saw and mechanized sawmill equipment capable of sawing 35 m3 of logs per day. 4«'P"Kmi 
A further alternative that should be considered is an installation equipped with 

an automatic nailing line. As it is estimated that a pallet requires 0 1 m3 of 
roundwood the daily production of units equipped with the log band saws 
mentioned above wU be 100, 200 and 350 pallets, respectively; a unit equipped with 
an automatic nailing Une will produce 1,500 paUets daiy. w*«wiwi 

Depending on the number of pallets manufactured per day, the equipment 
required is as follows: n  Y 

SO pallets: light log band saw, resaw, chain crosscut saw, light edging saw, 
spindle moulding machine, boring machine, portable nailing machine; 
100 pallets: same equipment; 

200 pallets: modern log band saw, resaw, multi-blade crosscut saw, multi-Wade 
edging saw, spindle moulder, boring machine, two portable nailing machines; 
300 pallets: mechanized sawmill, stationary nailing machines; 

1,500 pallets: mechanized sawmill, automatic nailing line. 

M   !.ablf 5 FV m aPProximat*°n of the investment required for the equipment 
reTfwd. fa ** production proce88 mú the mtotoium «"robe* of workers 

TABLES.  INVESTMENT AND LABOUR REQUIRED FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PALLETS 

Investment 
„                    Logs                                        per pallet Minimum Output 
uutput           required        Investment          produced daily number of per 
per day           (m*fr))          (dollar,)              (dollars) workers worker 

50 5 20,000 400 10 5 
100 10 20,000 200 15 6.7 
200 20 35,000 175 20 10 
350 35 60,000 170 25 14 

1500 150 240,000 160 40 37.5 
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The above table shows that the minimum production for a vertically integrated 
unit should be approximately 100 pallets per day. which should correspond to a 
minimum log-processing capacity of 10 m3 per day. The table also shows that the 
level of investment per production unit diminishes by 20% from 100 to 1,500 pallets 
per day, while the labour productivity increases by a factor of almost 6 from 100 to 
1,500 pallets per day. 

Light packing cases ( apple boxes) 

The level of production of light packing cases is determined by the production 
capacities of several types of machines, especially the peeling lathe and the 
multiple-head stapling machines. Every effort must be made to arrive at a suitable 
balance among these production capacities. 

The minimum size of the sawing unit is determined by the head saw, which must 
be at least a saw with a hand-fed carriage. Starting from the basts of the production 
capacity of the peeling lathe, and determining the number of various other machines 
with the output of the peeling lathe, the following levels of daily production, 
requiring the following equipment, can be arrived at: 

2.000 apple boxes per day: peeling lathe of 0.80 m diameter; saw with a 
hand-fed carriage; two multiple-head, intermittent-advance stapling machines; 
cleat-making machine; 1 assembly unit; 

4,000 apple boxes per day: barking machine; peeling lathe of 0.80 m diameter; 
saw with a hand-fed carriage; 3 multiple-head, intermittent-advance stapling 
machines; cleat-making machine; 2 assembly units; 

8,000 apple boxes per day: barking machine; peeling lathe of 1.40 m diameter; 
saw with a hand-fed carriage; 1 multiple-head, intermittent-advance stapling 
machine; 2 multiple-head, continuous-advance stapling machines (one for the 
ends); 4 assembly units; 

12,000 apple boxes per day: barking machine; peeling lathes of 1.40 m and 
0.80 m diameter; log band saw; S multiple-head, continuous-advance stapling 
machines (two for the ends); 6 assembly units; 

16,000 apple boxes per day: barking machine; one peeling lathe of 1.40m 
diameter; two peeling lathes of 0.80 m diameter: log band saw; 6 multiple-head 
stapling machines (two for the ends); 8 framing machines; 1 automatic machine 
for making bottoms. 

Table 6 gives the investment and the number of production workers required for 
the production of light packing cases. It shows that the level of investment per unit of 
product manufactured remains practically constant from a production level of 
approximately 20 m3 of logs per day (about 1 million cases per year) onwards, but 
that the labour productivity, in contrast, increases as a function of the scale of 
production. An output of 2,000 cases per day indicates poor utilization of 
equipment and labour; 4,000 cases per day permits good utilization of labour if 
multiple-head, intermittent-advance stapling machines are used; with 8,000 cases per 
day the labour productivity is increased by the use of multiple-head, continuous- 
advance stapling machines; but an output of 12,000 cases per day, in contrast, brings 
with it practically no improvement. Finally, an output of 16,000 cases per day 
permits the effective use of an automatic machine for making bottoms. 
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TABLE 6. INVESTMENT AND LABOUR REQUIRED FOR THE PRODUCTION Ol 
PACKING CASES 

LIGHT 

Output 
per day 

Wood 
required (m3) 

Peeling         Sawing 

6                2.5 

Investment 
(dollars) 

Investment 
per case 
produced 
daily 
(dollars) 

Minimum 
number of 
workers 

Output 
per 
worker 

2,000 37,000 18.5 20 100 
4,000 12 5 50,000 12.5 30 133 
8,000 24 10 76,000 9.5 50 160 

12,000 36 15 120,000 10 70 170 
16,000 48 20 160,000 10 80 200 

For vertically integrated units producing light packing cases, three levels of 
production have been found advantageous: those corresponding to a daily 
tog-processing capacity of 15-20 m3, 30-40 m3, and 70 m3, respectively. It should 
be noted, in contrast, that if the processes of panel manufacture and assembly are 
separated, the units producing the panels will be subject to the above levels, whereas 
for the assembly workshops there will be only two levels: that corresponding to the 
smallest level (2,000 cases per day) and that corresponding to the highest level 
involving use of an automatic machine for making bottoms ( 16,000 cases per day). 

Wirebound cases 

The volume of production of wirebound cases is determined by the 
sheet-manufacturing machine; all other equipment must be adapted to its output. As 
the smallest viable unit for the manufacture of wirebound cases comprises a machine 
producing a single sheet, three production possibilities are considered below: 
production unit with one single-sheet machine; production unit with one 
double-sheet machine; and production unit with three double-sheet machines. The 
calculations are based on the production of citrus fruit boxes of a capacity of 20 kg 
each representing a consumption of 4.2 dm3 of logs for peeling and 1.8 dm3 of togs 
for sawing: 

(a) A single-sheet machine produces 5,000 cases per day and requires a barking 
machine, a 1.40 m peeling lathe, a dryer and a saw with a hand-fed carriage. 

(b) A double-sheet machine produces 10,000 cases per day and requires a 
barking machine, two peeling lathes, two dryers and a log band saw. 

(c) Three double-sheet machines produce 30,000 cases per day and require a 
barking machine, 5 peeling lathes, 6 dryers and a mechanized sawmill. 

Table 7 gives approximate details of the investment required and the number of 
workers employed for each of the three production units. 
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TABLÏ 7.    INVI STMFNT AND 
LABOUR RFOUIRFD FOR THF PRODUCTION OF WIRE 

BOUND CASFS 

Production 
unit 

Investment 
per wire bound Minimum 

Logs case produced number   Output 

(kjlnut        
Te^ired^]      Investment    daily <>f per 

TeX    Pcelinn    Savin*    (Mien)        (doHan) ^ers   wrker 

One single- 
sheet machine    5,000 21 

One double- 
sheet machine   10,000    42 

Three double- 
sheet machines 30,000   126 

9 

IS 

54 

120,000 

175,000 

500,000 

24 

17.5 

16.5 

30        »67 

50       200 

125       240 

The above table shows that it it advantageous to rwnufacture double sheets 
whether vZble The minimum production unit for «*^•"*¡?¿ 

sas Ä*=iiÄÄr-?.xsr-i - 
wings on labour are greater than the cost of mechanization. 

TL fortini discussion of the problems of vertical and horizontal «*«**»« 
andSÄSSÄ« thatL final décision reprdta|the location and the 
s£ of production units must take account of the following factors. 

(a) The geographical relation between the forest ma the areas <^^°¿ 
" This «buon cease, to be importait, however, ^jJ^Ä; 

and, in general, all packing containers delivered flat or netted within one 
another. 

Ibi The level of consumption in the area under conaderttJon T* «¡"¡¡f *• 
cor^dtogly small for oblong, rigid packing cases «id much totgff for 
other types of cases. 
The rninimum economic manufacturing unit, depending on the twhwcil 
possibilities of the various machines. 

The relationship between the total amount of *"*"«•£*• 
p^uctfon capacity on the one hand and the labour con., specWizat»« 
and production capacity on the other hand. 

Whether certain type, of machine, can be obtained in a c«mtrr«•«*** 
they must be imported. Importation can involve monetary probtems 
onnected with foreip exchange, which may make n necessary to adopt 

solutions that do not appear to be well founded from a technical pomt of 
view but that are necessary for economic considerations of a very different 

nature. 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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W Problems of employment. In some countries it may be expedient to employ 
a maximum labour force rather than the minimum required. Although the 
adoption of such a solution may not seem to contribute towards the 
industrial development of the country, it may be necessary for sociological 
reasons. 

It should be remembered, finally, that different levels of production may be 
justified, depending on whether they are viewed from a financial, commercial 
research or production point of view. 



Chapter 6 

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS, 
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

AND DOCUMENTATION 

International regulations 

Transport and handling «e the subject of i great many national Mf»ta*»Jew 
international regulations governing the»e matters exist and *?J^£«• 
only transport and have meteiy the force of recommendations. Suet££>>£»< ** 
binding only in countries that formally agree to make them applicable in their own 
territory. 

Ordinary goods 

Ml transport 

International rail transport is subject to the Berne Convention known as the 
CIM Convention (International Convention concerning the carnage of goods by rad), 
which was concluded on 25 February 1961 and came into effect on 1 January 1965, 
with 37 signatories. ,     . 

This convention deals with the transport contract, the execution ot ana 
modifications to this contract, responsibility, administrative claims, legal action, 
procedure and regulations. The subject of packaging is dealt with only in article 12, 
which merely states that when goods are of such a nature as to require a packing 
case, the sender must pack them in such a way that they are protected from total or 
partial loss or damage during transport and cannot cause damage to persons, 
equipment or other goods. The packing case must conform with the tariff 
specifications and regulations of the railway on which the goods are dispatched. 

Rood transport 

Road transport is dealt with in the Geneva Convention which was signed on 
19 May 1956 and came into force on 2 July 1961. This convention does not consider 
the problems of packaging. The title, "Convention on the contract for the 
international carriage of goods by road", is generally designated by the initials CMR. 
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River transport 

River transport is not covered by any international convention. 

Air transport 

Air transport is covered by the Warsaw Convention of 12 October 1929. 

Sea transport 

Sea transport is the subject of the Brussels Convention of 25 April 1924. Like 
the preceding conventions, the Brussels Convention does not deal at any length with 
packaging problems, it simply states, in subparagraph 2 of article 4, that neither the 
transport company nor the vessel owners shall be responsible for any loss or damage 
resulting from or caused by inadequate packing. 

Because of the reservations that shipping companies enter on their bills of lading 
in order to free themselves from responsibility for damage resulting from inadequate 
packing, the damage to goods transported by ships, as well as by other means of 
transport, is frequently grounds for dispute between the various parties to the 
transport operation-the shipper, the forwarding company, the shipping companies 
and the receiver. However, the situation is a complicated one for the sender, as there 
are no specific packaging regulations for shipments transported by sea, land or air 
except for goods that are dangerous. An empirical evaluation must be made in each 
case to decide whether the packing case was adequate to protect the goods against 
the risks inherent in the form of transport envisaged. In this connexion, normal 
commercial practice is a valid criterion, and thus a transporter cannot claim 
inadequacy of packaging as grounds for rejecting a damage claim when it can be 
established that the packaging was in conformity with normal commercial usage. This 
usage, however, may vary from one country to another. 

Dangerous goods 

The conditions of transport and packaging for dangerous goods are covered in 
four sets of regulations, one for road transport, known as the regulations of 
15 April 1945; one for rail transport, known as the RID regulations (Reglement 
international concernant le transport des marchandises dangereuses); one for sea 
transport; and one for air transport (the regulations of the International Air 
Transport Association (1ATA)). These regulations are amended regularly to take 
account of new developments in transport and packaging methods. They include a 
classification of goods and specify the type of packaging to be used for each product, 
the genera] characteristics of the packing case and its total permissible gross weight as 
well as certain strength tests that vary from regulation to regulation. 

The expert committee on the transport of dangerous goods of the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council has undertaken a study of recommendations 
on the packaging of dangerous goods that would be applicable to all forms of 
transport. 
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Perishable goods 

The packaging of fruits and vegetables has been the subject of long discussions in 
ECE, and its Inland Transport Committee adopted on 19 January 1967 resolu- 
tion 203 on "The standardization oí wooden packaging for fruits and vegetables used 
in international transport and trade". 

International activities and documentation 

Apart from the foregoing international regulations, international work on 
packaging is carried on by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
through its various technical committees. 

ISO Technical Committee 51 is studying the problems of standardization of 
pallets and nas published the following recommendations:6 

R 198: Double-deck flat pallets for through transit of goods; 

K 329: Large pallets for through transit of goods; 

R 509: Standard dimensions of pallet trucks; 

R 445: Vocabulary of terms relating to pallets. 

ISO-Technical Committee 104 (freight containers) has published the following 
recommendations: 

R 668:      Dimensions and maximum gross weight of freight containers; 

R 790:      Marking of freight containers, series 1 and 2; 

R 830:      Terminology relating to freight containers. 

ISO-Technical Committee 104 has adopted the following drafts: 

DR 1019:  Specification of corner fittings for series 1 freight containers: 
1A, IB, Hand ID; 

DR 1496:   Specifications and testing of series 1 freight containers; 

DR 1497:   Specifications and testing of series 2 freight containers. 

ISO-Technical Committee 122 (packing cases) was set up too recently to have 
been able to issue any recommendations. Subcommittee 1 of this Technical 
Committee is studying the problems of the dimensions of packing cases. 
Subcommittee 3 has adopted drafts on methods for tests for compression, free fall, 
vibration, horizontal shocks and inner wrappings. It is at present studying 
programmes of tests designed to reproduce in the laboratory the stresses to which 
packing cases are subjected during transport. 

These documents can be obtained from national standardization organizations or from the 
Central Secretariat oflSQ, I, rue de Varembé. 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland. 
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Documentation 

From the point of view of documentation proper, there are no international 
publications apart from those referred to above. However, studies, research results 
and specifications have been published in many countries. Unfortunately not even a 
partial list of these is available, although such a list would make it possible to avoid 
duplicating studies that have already been carried out. 

All that can be done at present is to indicate the main sources of documentation 
which are of two types: national standardization organizations; and laboratories oí 
research  centres,7   in  particular the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison 
Wisconsin, USA; the Kaluga Laboratory in the USSR; the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia, USA; and the Centre Technique du Boi, Paris, 
« rsncc. 

?
SM Iftt of rtwarch laboratories in tin annax. 



Chapter 7 

TRENDS IN THE USE OF WOOD 
FOR PACKAGING 

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The long-term evolution of the use of wood for packaging in the developing 
countries it linked with the present level of development and the general evolution of 
these countries. A realistic policy in packaging matters will assist the development of 
a country, and, conversely, the development of a country will bring about an 
expansion of the market for packing cases. Other factors enter into the evolution of 
the use of wood for packaging, however, one of the most important of which is the 
availability of raw materials in the form of forests that are already being exploited. 
Second, the climate can be of great importance. Corrugated board boxes are sensitive 
to dampness and consequently will become popular less quickly in countries with a 
humid tropical climate than in countries with a dry climate. Thus, wooden packing 
cases will compete better with corrugated board packing cases in certain countries. 
Finally, the evolution of the use of wooden packing cases will be linked with the 
form and direction of national development. The development of agriculture in a 
country will be more favourable to the use of wood for packing cases than the 
development of the manufacturing industry. It is difficult to define a general line of 
evolution of the use of wooden packing cases without taking these different factors 
into account and without having an accurate knowledge of the evolution of each 
individual country concerned, which would necessitate a country-by-country 
economic study. 

Economic factors affecting evolution 

The economic development of a country brings about increased production; 
greater consumption; more trade; and increased labour costs, leading to the 
mechanization of manufacturing and handling processes. On the basis of these 
considerations the evolution of the use of wooden packing cases in the light of their 
design and of the manufacturing processes available is outlined in the following 
pages. 

The introduction of mechanization results in an increase in the average weight of 
a toad unit, which can be dealt with basically by two means: palletization and 
containerization. 
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Palletization will certainly be the first method to be used, as it requires only a 
moderate investment and can be carried out initially by single enterprises 
Palletization permits the handling of load units of the order of one cubic metre or 
one ton, which correspond to certain definite marketing possibilities, for the 
marketing units used depend on the size of the market; a large market makes it 
possible to use large marketing units. 

When a country has reached the stage of development at which palletization 
itself represents a new factor in development, it will be used more generally. A 
considerable reduction in the stress caused by falls may then be expected because 
palletization eliminates many handling operations. Falls caused by faulty use of 
pallets, however, must be considered accidents. Palletization does not reduce stresses 
caused by vibration during transport; these stresses may be reduced bv improving the 
road network and the vehicles used for transport. Palletization, however, leads toan 
increase in stacking heights and thus to an increase in compressive stress; packing 
cases can be made lighter, but they must also be made stronger at the same time. This 
may seem contradictory, but what it really means is that sawnwood cases will be 
replaced by cases that stand up well to compression, such as plywood and wirebound 
cases. 

Containerization, which is still in its initial stage, is expected to develop greatly 
in the trade among the industrialized countries and then extend gradually to the 
whole of world trade, country by country as each country develops. However, large 
investments are required for containerization. and marketing units must be between 
15 and 30 tons. In general, packing cases are still needed with containerization. The 
use of containers virtually eliminates stacking stress and stress caused by falls, 
together with certain climatic stresses such as exposure to sunshine or rain. Stresses 
caused by vibration remain, however, and the stresses caused by side shocks during 
handling will increase. Since the use of containers brings about a substantial loss of 
useful volume in ships, packing cases placed in containers should have the highest 
possible ratio of useful volume to over-all volume. Containerization will result in a 
decline in the use of sawnwood cases and an increase in the use of plywood cases 
(especially those with metal stays), wirebound cases, corrugated board boxes and 
other packaging techniques such as shrink ab le plastic. 

Rising labour costs lead manufacturers to increase the mechanization of 
operations and to manufacture only those types of packing cases that require the 
smallest labour component or those whose labour content can be reduced. The 
higher the cost of labour in the total cost of a packing case, the more vulnerable that 
type of case is to replacement by a more favourable type. Sawnwood cases require a 
great deal of labour, and the possibilities for mechanizing their manufacture are 
relatively small. A large part of the cost of plywood cases, however, is the cost of the 
plywood itself, and their manufacture can be mechanized. Metal-framed plywood 
cases manufactured on a production line are more easily produced than battened 
cases. 

Although a certain degree of mechanization in the manufacture of light packing 
cases has been achieved, a higher level of automation in their production is being 
attempted. A satisfactory degree of mechanization has been achieved in the 
manufacture of wirebound cases, but, like light packing cases, it will never be equal 
to the level possible in the manufacture of corrugated board boxes or cases made of 
moulded plastics such as expanded polystyrene. 
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A rise in the standard of living brings about an increasingly high consumption of 
goods, and the production of packing cases increases even more rapidly than 
consumption. Mass production works to the advantage of large units capable of 
supplying the market requirements, and these units lend themselves better to 
mechanization and a higher degree of automation than small units. This phenomenon 
will therefore strengthen the tendency to mechanization referred to above and will 
favour certain types of packing cases over others. 

As the per capita gross domestic product increases the use of one-way packing 
cases grows at the expense of reusable cases. Thus, it becomes necessary to produce 
increasingly light packing cases at lower and lower prices in larger and larger 
quantities. Sawnwood cases can be made lighter, as recent studies have shown; but 
even when they have been lightened to the maximum, they cannot possibly achieve 
the lightness and low price needed to keep them competitive with corrugated board 
boxes. Plywood cases, particularly those with metal frames, can be competitive with 
corrugated board boxes from the point of view of weight, but they will always be 
more expensive to produce. When production conditions are favourable, the weight 
of light packing cases and wirebound cases can be kept down to about the weight of 
corrugated board boxes. The cost of light packing cases is likely to remain 
competitive with that of corrugated board boxes for a long period, while that of 
wirebound cases will be higher. 

Technical factors affecting evolution 

Some idea of the evolution of wooden packing cases and of the structure of the 
units that produce them can be gained from the rapid analysis of the consequences of 
the increase in the per capita gross domestic product referred to above; but before 
any conclusions are drawn it is necessary to take into account a number of technical 
problems that also have a stro ig influence on the evolution of wooden packing cases 
and their position with respect to packing cases made from other materials. 

A rise in the standard of living brings about not only the mass production of 
articles for mass consumption, but also an increase in consumption of articles for 
specialized uses, such as machine tools. Thus, it is necessary to undertake not only 
the mass production of standardized packing cases, but also the production of 
made-to-measure packing cases for special purposes. Production of made-to-measure 
packing cases or cases produced in only small runs may not be feasible in large 
production units using high-output machinery, and it may be necessary to maintain, 
side by side with these large units, small units capable of doing this specialized work. 
The branch of the packing case industry producing wooden cases, especially nailed 
wooden cases and battened plywood cases, can be much more easily adapted to 
made-to-measure work than the branch producing corrugated board boxes or, still 
more so. moulded plastic cases. 

Regardless of their type, packing cases must be able to stand up to the stresses of 
transport. For one-way transpon of goods on the home market, double-layer or 
triple-layer corrugated board boxes are generally strong enough (although their 
strength depends on their quality), but they can be used only for the transport of 
eoods weighing up to about 60 kg or of unit products such as household appliances, 
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cooking stoves and refrigerators, fixed on a wooden base. As soon as the level of 
development   required  for the  adoption   of one-wav packing cases is reached 
corrugated board boxes will take over a very large part of the packaging sector but 
wooden cases will still be used for products weighing over 60 kg. 

Sea transport causes stresses both transport stresses proper and handling 
stresses-that are much more severe than those encountered during land transport. In 
sea transport, there are more and rougher handling operations, the heights of the 
holds are greater than those of vehicles used on land, and the movements of the ship 
give rise to stresses that are much more severe than those produced by railway 
wagons or trucks. For this type of transport, therefore, wooden packing cases 
(especially sawnwood cases, plywood cases and wirebound cases) remain preferable 
to corrugated board boxes. 

As the cost of sea transport is based on volume, plywood cases and wirebound 
cases are preferable to sawnwood cases because of their greater useful volume. 
Wooden cases, however, may one day experience competition from triple-layer 
corrugated board boxes when the production of these boxes, which have been 
introduced only recently in the industrialized countries, is fully developed for sea 
transport. This type of box could be used instead of wooden boxes to transport by 
sea products for which the double-layer corrugated boxes are used for internal 
transport. 

In addition to the mechanical stresses that packing cases are exposed to during 
transport, they are also subjected to climatic stresses such as rain, cold, heat or 
moisture. Corrugated board boxes are sensitive to moisture; if they are exposed to 
rain or even to dampness their resistance is greatly reduced. Thus, they must be 
protected from rain and humidity. Protection from rain is often possible, but 
protection from humidity is practically impossible. In humid tropical countries 
corrugated board boxes will face technical difficulties, so their use in these countries 
will be limited unless they have been given a special protective treatment, which 
increases their price substantially. Plastic cases now on the market are sensitive to 
cold, which makes them brittle, and to heat, which makes them soft and causes them 
to lose much of their resistance to compression; their use in tropical areas will 
therefore be very limited. Climatic stresses, which act over and above mechanical 
stresses, Umit the development of certain types of packing cases, which, on purely 
economic grounds, would replace wooden packing cases. 

Besides being able to stand up to the stresses of transport, packing cases must 
also be adapted to the products that they transport. The fragility of the products will 
not greatly influence the type of packing case used, since the products can be easily 
protected agpinst shock by internal packing and protected from external moisture by 
some form of barrier (foil). Many products, however, especially perishable goods 
such as fruit and vegetables, poultry and fish, give off either moisture, which is 
transmitted to the packing case, or gases, which, in a confined space, cause a rise in 
temperature and accelerate decay. 

Because they give off both moisture and gases, fresh fruit and vegetables need 
ample ventilation even when under refrigeration. Corrugated board boxes, therefore, 
cannot be used unless they have been treated against dampness or unless the products 
can be packed in moisture-proof wrappings without the risk of a dangerous rise in 
temperature. The likelihood of deterioration of the corrugated board box depends on 
the duration of transport and the rate at which the products give off moisture. Cases 
made of expanded polystyrene, used because of its heat-insulating properties, do not 
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permit sufficient ventilation and retain the heat given off by the product; this causes 
products to deteriorate. 

As fresh fish are always packed wet in ice. which melts to some degree during 
transport, corrugated board boxes cannot be used for this purpose without the 
interposition of watertight coverings. Cases made of expanded polystyrene however 
are well suited to such transport, for expanded polystyrene is not sensitive to 
moisture and its insulating properties help to reduce the amount of ice needed 

Because poultry gives off moisture and thus requires good ventilation, it cannot 
be packed in either corrugated board boxes or expanded polystyrene cases unless it is 
frozen or deep frozen. 

The development and evolution of wooden packing cases depend to a great 
extent on the economic conditions relating to the supply of the necessary raw 
materials. Raw materials constitute the major part of the cost of all packing cases 
Thus, the cost of a packing case will depend largely on the cost of the raw materials' 
i.e. wood, board and plastics, in the country in which it is manufactured Cost 
remains one of the essential criteria in choosing which type of case to use (although 
the advantages a particular case will provide during its entire commercial cycle must 
also be borne in mind). In this connexion it is necessary to compare not only the 
purchase cost of the case proper but also the cost of the inner wrappings, of its 
23E?' aPPlicable- of disPosal after use  in other words, the total costs 

Competing materials 

Among the materials competing with wood, this study has mentioned only 
corrugated board, expanded polystyrene and shrinkable plastics, since they offer the 
most competition to wooden packing containers. Bottles and jars of glass or plastic 
are used for packaging liquids in small quantities; but they are not normally 
considered transport packing containers, and no wooden container has ever been 
used for small capacities. A certain amount of competition between the transport of 
hquids in small units or in bulk using barrels or casks may have existed, but using 
l^níV       r^

ose\ha& now become outmoded by the use of metal drums and 
various types of bulk tanks, and even pipelines. 

Paper is used for packing containers in the following forms: 

(a) Corrugated or solid board boxes, which offer the most direct and active 

nroXf10" t0 WOOd' particu,ar,y on domestic markets and tor industrial 

ib) niSLbt°ardi,i,
USed in,the form of boxes or folded sheath* »s wrappings of 

ZÎT    d ,n retad St0res; SUch «fl*» do not c°nipete with wooden pacKing cases, 

(c) ^-capacity   paper sacks used to transport  powdery or granulated 
substances such as cement, fertilizers or chemicals that must be tLpVrted 

wateiprtof0'        ^       C°ntainefS; W°°den Cases are neither «irtighTnor 

(d) Small and medium-capacity paper bags and special wrapping papers. 

The technical properties of metals vary greatly, and many different metals-steel 
copper, alunun.um, lead and tinplate-are used for different'pacSg PtôsesOf 
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these metals, the most widely used are aluminium, tinplate and sheet steel. 
Aluminium is used in the form of sheets, sometimes combined with other materials, 
or in the form of tubes and cans used as containers. Tinplate and steel sheet are 
used to manufacture containers such as cans for food or for paint or lubricants and 
aerosols or to manufacture barrels or drums for the transport of liquids. Such barrels 
could offer competition to wooden barrels and casks, if wooden barrels were not all 
but obsolete. 

Because of the many kinds of plastics and the frequent discoveries of new uses 
for them, plastics form a dynamic sector of the packaging case industry. This study is 
concerned only with existing products. However, some authorities believe that in 20 
or 30 years 50% of packaging will be done with plastic materials that are as yet 
unknown. 

At the present time, pfcstics are used in the following forms: 

(a) Sheets, which are used only for wrapping products, except for shrinkable 
plastics, which are used to cover load units, especially palletized loads. 
These shrinkable plastics are much more competitive with corrugated board 
boxes than with wooden cases. When the technique for using them is fully 
developed, they will compete with wooden packing cases in the same way 
that corrugated board now competes. 

(b) Bags, which are used for the same purposes as paper bags. 

(c) Moulded packing containers made either of expanded plastic, which may 
compete with wooden cases for the transport offish and frozen poultry, or 
of polyethylene or polyvinyl chloride (PVC). In view of their cost and 
strength, they can be used only for reusable packing cases. Such use is, of 
course, contrary to the trend towards the use of one-way packing cases for 
transport. 

On the other hand, moulded packing containers in the form of tote boxes or 
baskets are very useful for internal handling operations within enterprises and will 
probably replace wooden boxes and cases for this purpose at a certain stage in a 
country's development. The higher initial cost of plastic containers is compensated 
for, in internal use, by their longer life and the fact that they require no repair. 
Consideration has been given to the possibility of using plastic containers in 
developing countries instead of wooden ones during the period in which reusable 
packing cases are generally used. This would eliminate the need to develop a wooden 
packing case industry. The manufacture of moulded plastic containers, however, 
requires a large investment and little labour, and the cost of the raw material is high. 
The use of such containers becomes economic only when the cost of labour is so high 
that the cost of wooden cases approaches closely that of moulded plastic containers 
and the cost of repairs to wooden cases becomes prohibitive. However, in a country 
with a low standard of living, these expensive plastic containers are more prone to 
disappear during the commercial cycle than low-cost packing cases. The freight 
charges on this type of case would be substantial. 

The use of plastic cases presents a paradox. When a country's standard of living 
is low, expensive packing cases are inappropriate for transport purposes. When the 
standard of living has risen and the price of these same cases has become relatively 
less expensive, they will not be used, since by then non-returnable packing cases will 
have become the accepted form of transport packaging. These plastic cases would, 
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however, offer a major advantage for transport within warehouses or plants, i.e. as 
reusable tote boxes, the moment the price of wooden boxes approaches their cost. 

When a careful study has been made of the economic factors, technical factors 
and competing materials, it is possible to forecast the general line of development of 
the wooden packing case industry in relation to the development of a country. It 
must be kept in mind that the conditions of development orientation of production 
towards industry or agriculture, and orientation towards the internal market or the 
export market will greatly influence the nature of the development of this industry. 
The stages of development are described briefly below: 

First stage. In a developing country with a very low standard of living, reusable 
sawnwood cases and baskets made of wicker or other woven materials will 
account for almost all the containers used for transport. 

Second stage. As the standard of living rises, and the consumption and export of 
agricultural goods increase, strong, reusable light cases and wirebound cases will 
be used for exports. Palletization will be introduced, but sawnwood cases will 
continue to be widely used for industrial products. 

TJiird stage. Wirebound cases will be used on the domestic market; corrugated 
board boxes will begin to be used for industrial products on the domestic 
market, while plywood packing cases will be used for export. The use of pallets 
will be extended, and sawnwood cases will gradually begin to lose their 
importance. 

Fourth stage. One-way packing cases will begin to gain a foothold on the 
domestic market, and corrugated board boxes will take over the market for 
industrial goods and will begin to be used experimentally for exports, although 
wooden cases (particularly plywood and wirebound cases) in general will still be 
used for exports. Agricultural products will continue to be transported in light 
packing cases, but these will be considerably lightened. While such cases will still 
be reusable they will be capable of being used for only a few trips and only once 
tor a long-distance trip, with subsequent use for short distances. Sophisticated 
wrapping materials such as plastics, paper, and composite materials will make 
their appearance, and because of this the percentage share of wooden cases will 
diminish substantially. 

Fifth stage. One-way packing cases for transport will come into general use, and 
corrugated board boxes wUl take over almost the entire market for the transport 
of industrial products and common foodstuffs; they will, however, share this 
market with plastics either in the form of shrinkage plastics or expanded 
polystyrene. Mass-produced sawnwood cases will virtuaUy disappear and 
sawnwood cases will be used only for made-to-measure cases. Plywood cases will 
by this time have come into extensive use for the export of industrial products, 
together with wirebound cases, which will also be used for the transport of 
perishable goods. Light packing cases will be lightened still further and will 
dominate the market for the transport of perishable goods. Palletization will 
become genera, and baskets and containers made of plastics will replace those 
made of wood for handling operations. P 

Sixth stage. Having reached a high standard of living, the country under 
consideration will make the final transition from reusable packing cases for 
transport to one-way cases. Paper and corrugated board will account for half the 
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total value of packing containers: metal for IQT/r, and plastics, class and wood tor 
109! each. 

The use of sawnwood cases will diminish still further. The use of plywood cases 
will probably reach its ceiling because of the improvement in the quality of 
corrugated board cases, and the same will apply to wirebound cases. Light 
packing cases will lose some of their markets (fish and poultry) to plastic and 
corrugated board cases, which will also begin to make sizable inroads into the 
market for fruit and vegetable packing cases. 

Palletization will develop considerably, and the production of pallets will make 
up for some of the losses of other outlets suffered by the wood industry. 
One-way pallets, which will come into general use for exports, will also make 
their appearance on the domestic market. 

Seventh stage. Containers will be introduced on the domestic market, and 
one-way cases will be almost the general rule for transport. The wooden packing 
case industry will lose still more outlets, and wooden cases will account for only 
about 5% of the total value of the packaging industry. Wood will be used only 
for making made-to-measure cases for certain industrial products and for 
transporting certain fruits and vegetables. Wood will continue to dominate the 
market for pallets, however, even if some one-way pallets are made of other 
materials. 

The development of wooden packing cases in respect to packing containers as a 
whole (both for transport and for inner wrappings) and the relationship of various 
types of cases making up the wooden packing sector are presented in figures 35 and 
36. Although these figures indicate at what stage of development the various 
materials are introduced, the stage at which glass and metal containers are first used 
can vary considerably. As far as the various types of wooden packing cases are 
concerned, the development indicated represents countries with a substantial 
agricultural economy, that is to say, countries that are self-sufficient in the 
production of perishable goods, especially fruits and vegetables. For this reason an 
important role has been allotted to light packing cases in the figures. In countries 
that import fruits and vegetables, the share of the market accounted for by light 
packing cases would be reduced in proportion to the level of imports, as would the 
share of wooden packing cases in the packaging sector as a whole. Although the use 
of wooden packing caser diminishes from its initial level to 25% at the third stage and 
to 5% at the sixth stage, the wooden packing case industry is nevertheless expanding 
in absolute terms. At the third stage, where the annual expenditure on packaging is 
about $5 per capita, wood represents 25%, or $1.25, of this, while at the sixth stage 
the annual expenditure on packaging is $100 per capita; although wood represents 
only 5% of this, the figure is now $5 per capita. A country with 20 million 
inhabitants will have at the third stage a wooden packing case industry with a 
turnover of $25 million. If it is assumed that the annual rate of population increase ¡s 
2.5% at the beginning of a 20-year period and only 1.5% at the end of it, and if it is 
also assumed that during this period the country will pass from the third stage to the 
sixth stage, the population will then amount to 30 million, and the turnover of the 
wooden packing case industry will reach $ 150 million. 

Parallel with this development, which will involve a transition in the transport 
packaging sector from sawnwood cases to reusable light packing cases and 
subsequently to wirebound cases, plywood packing cases and one-way light packing 
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cases, the structure of the enterprises manufacturing packing cases will also evolve In 
h   first two stages, the enterprises will be entirely of the artisan type: they will have 
,om^aTH,Pmetnh^^,,, be T dÌSPerSed' and Wi" re^UÌre a '-ge"amountyof     o compared with  the.r production.  In  the third stage, some ¡arger units will be 

established as wirebound case manufacturing enterprL are sel up andPa  the ight 
picking case enterprises increase their scale of production and progress from the 
art.san-stage to the small-enterprise stage. Pallets will be manufactured h•maU 

th"!ST\ JS„!eVel mechanization w¡" not Vet be economically justified, and 
the labour force of the enterprises will remain very large. 

The fourth stage will be the most important and the most difficult to tackle At 
this stage, countries will begin to envisage units that correspond, on the whole to the 
minimum economic units defined in chapter 5 and that will gradually exceed this 
level to reach the level of economically more balanced enterprises. There will be a 
strong temptation to copy the corrugated board box manufacturing enterprises and 
mechanize production and handling; this mechanization may be accompanied bv the 
retention of theoretically superfluous labour, thus leading to the appearance of 
enterprises that have not significantly reduced their labour costs, but have 
considerably increased their investments. The consequence of this haste to mechanize 
may be to cause the disappearance or stagnation of the best-equipped enterprises 
unless these are artificially supported; it may subsequently hold up mechanization 
tha isrealiy necessary because of the relationship between investments and the cost 

!L5r •'' r Snme time' if Suitab,e measures « not «*«n. there will be a 
proliferation of small enterprises that do not even reach the minimum desirable 
economic level and the result of this will be to hold up the general process of 
development A delicate balance must be found between the proliferation of small 
enterprises and the premature creation of large mechanized units 

From the beginning of the fifth stage onwards, however, it is possible and 
necessary to turn boldly towards mechanization and towards the establishment of 
large un.ts. Small and medium-scale enterprises corresponding to the different needs 
of series production will nevertheless remain at this stage, but in the light of the 
present standards it can be considered that a country that has reached the fifth statt 
has attained the level of the industrialized countries. 
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